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ABSTRACT

This thesis documents research carried over the past two years, aimed at studying the 

tribology of sliding contacts subjected to high densities of current of the order is 422 –

917A/mm2. The overall aim was the development of an experimental test bed for evaluating the 

effect of different solid lubricant conditioners on sliding electrical contacts. The experimental 

configuration consists of a flat ended copper tip pressed in contact with a flat copper disc. The 

copper plate is mounted on a spindle of a lathe which is operated at 550rpm, whereas the copper 

tip is mounted on a shaft which is instrumented with force sensing piezos to measure the forces 

during the test. A weak spring is used to compensate for wear of the tip during the experiment. 

The interface is subjected to high current densities of the order of 422 and 917A/mm2 to evaluate 

the effect of solid conditioner as contrast with the surface behavior when no interface lubrication 

was used. The key outputs of the experiments are a) Friction coefficient, b) Contact resistance, c) 

Amount of material transfer, d) number of passes to failure and e) Wear rate. Two types of tests, 

namely circular and spiral tests were carried out. The current density of 422A/mm2 would result 

in softening of the interface whereas current density of 917A/mm2 results in melting of the 

interface. In terms of contact voltages it is noted that Cu-Cu interface softens at 0.12V and melts 

at 0.43V. It has been noted that pre-application of SLIC leads to increase of contact resistance by 

approximately 20% when the interface is loaded statically. When the interface is tested for 

contact resistance, there is a significant effect of oxide layer on the surface of the plates. When 

contact resistance is measured these oxide layers contribute significantly, and increase the 

contact resistance substantially. To eliminate the effect of oxide layer the surface is pretreated 

with vinegar (Acetic acid), this reduces contact resistance by a factor of 10 when low currents of 
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the order of 10A is passed through the interface and by a factor of 5 when 550A is passed 

through unconditioned interface. 

Circular tests are carried out with the disc rotating at 550 rpm and the tip loaded onto the 

plate at predetermined normal contact pressures of 10 and 30MPa. This test was done to evaluate 

the effect of number of passes to failure, coefficient of friction, contact resistance and wear rate

with and with out pre-application of SLIC. It was observed that per-application of SLIC reduces 

the coefficient of friction by approximately half whereby increasing the number of passes by a 

factor of 5 to 10, as compared to that without any surface conditioner used. When 550A is passed 

through the interface the number of passes to failure increases by a factor of 5 for tests with 

SLIC and a factor of 2.5 without SLIC. At 1200A the number of passes to failure increases by a 

factor of 7 with SLIC and a factor of 2.3 when interface is not conditioned. When the interface is 

pre-treated with vinegar, the wear rate reduces by a factor of 6 for tests with SLIC and around 

2.5 when interface is not conditioned when compared to surface not pretreated with vinegar. 

Simultaneous conditioning the surface was carried out in an attempt to continuously replenish 

the solid lubricant at the interface. This was carried out in the hope that, if contact failure 

observed in the tests with preconditioning with SLIC were due to the SLIC being worn through, 

continuous application of SLIC would prevent that and extend the life of the contact pair 

indefinitely. COF reduces to 0.15 from a higher value of 0.62 (without conditioning) when 

interface is simultaneously conditioned. Contact resistance shows an increase of about 180-

220µΩ for tests with 550 and 1200A passed across the interface simultaneously conditioned with 

SLIC. Number of passes to failure increases by a factor of 18 and 47 when interface is 

simultaneously conditioned with 550 and 1200A passed through the interface respectively as 
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compared to unconditioned interface. Wear rate is reduced by a factor of 25 and 53 with 550 and 

1200A tests when compared to unconditioned interface. 

In order to find the failure mechanism for tests with SLIC (both preconditioning and 

simultaneous conditioning) which typically ends with the wear compensating mechanism 

bottoming out, the tip is extended out, the mechanism is reset and the test is continued. These 

tests show that beyond a certain amount of wear of the plate, the groove becomes too deep for 

the SLIC to be applied inside the groove and this leads to metal on metal contact. The metal on 

metal contact quickly leads to islands of depositions being formed over the groove, causing the 

average friction coefficient as well as the noise in the friction coefficient to become high. It is 

shown that when the peak frictional force reaches a critical value, it causes the tip to bend, and 

this is the eventual mode of failure of the contact on the tests. Tip after the test shows wear as 

well as melting marks when carefully analyzed under microscope. 

It can be concluded that SLIC is effective in reducing the surface damage done during the 

test by reducing the coefficient of friction, wear rate and metal transfer across the interface. 

Simultaneous conditioning increases the life of the tests 6 times higher as compared to 

preconditioning of the interface. Thus simultaneous conditioning helps reduce the surface 

damage to the interface. Effectiveness of SLIC at low speeds of 1m/s has been demonstrated, 

further work should study its effectiveness at higher velocities.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

In an effort to develop a cost effective and a powerful gun with capabilities of repeatedly 

accelerating projectiles with ultra high speeds of 2.5km/s at a mechanical energy of 10MJ, have 

initiated tribological study on the effect of various solid interface lubricants on preventing 

material transfer due to arcing and erosion of the rails. Understanding the phenomenon of sliding 

electrical contacts; with and without interface conditioner involves diligent effort to evaluate the 

effect of solid lubricant on the coefficient of friction, contact resistance, material transfer and 

wear of the interface. The study of sliding electrical contacts is crucial in understanding the 

working of electromagnetic rail gun. The electromagnetic rail gun relies on a very high pulse of 

current flowing through an armature placed between two rails to accelerate the armature to very 

high speeds.  A current of the order of 1 million Amperes passes through a nominal contact area 

of 10 cm2, resulting in a current density of about 1000 A/mm2.  The sliding velocity increases 

from zero to 1km/s over a length of 2m.  Under these conditions the interfaces melt, transfer 

layers build up and arcing is common.  This accelerates the wear of the interface and reduces the 

barrel life significantly. Initial tests using a solid lubricant to condition the interface have lead to 

significant improvement in rail life and shot-to-shot repeatability. Figure 1.1 and 1.2 shows the 

schematic of the rail-gun detailing the current paths and forces.

There are several drawbacks in using the rail gun itself to study the tribology, chief 

among them being the fact that the sliding velocity and contact pressure cannot be varied 

independent of the current, the rapid movement of the armature, the cost of the system and safety 

issues. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic sketch of the rail -gun assembly*

Figure 1.2 Schematic sketch of current flow paths and force on the  projectile*

* Figure from (Exploring the Possibilities of a Naval Electromagnetic Rail-gun, 38th Annual 
Gun and Ammunition Symposium, March 24-27, 2003)
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It has been proposed (Wahl et al. 1997) that interface conditioned with solid lubricant would aid 

in reducing the surface damage due to excessive friction and reduce metal transfer due to arcing. 

Initial tests with SLIC as a solid lubricant proved that SLIC aided in reducing the coefficient of 

friction by half. 

1.2 Objective

The specific aims of this research are to reduce the metal transfer to the plate when high 

intermittent current pulses are passed through the sliding interface and to reduce the surface 

damage due to friction at the interface. It is well known that lubricant can be used for reducing 

the coefficient of friction and the wear rate which leads to uniform wear at the interface of bodies 

in contact. Solid lubricants are better than liquid lubricants from the point of view of ease of 

application on the barrel of the rail-gun and also high retention of the lubricant at the interface. 

SLIC forms a coating on the barrel of the rail-gun and reduces the friction at the interface which 

also reduces the arcing at the interface and reduces the metal transfer from the armature to the 

rails. 

Tests similar to pin-on-disc tests were devised with the capabilities of passing 

intermittent current though the interface at desired normal pressures and current densities. A 

thick layer of SLIC is applied to the copper disc and some on the copper tip when test is done

with preconditioning of the interface, whereas a stick of SLIC is pressed on the plate when test is 

done with simultaneous conditioning; tests are done at the desired pressure and current densities 

continuously monitoring the forces for the coefficient of friction and contact resistance. The 

circular tests done on the setup, simulates repeated traversing of the armature on the rails for 

multi-shot firing. This test compares the number of passes to failure with, without and 

simultaneous conditioning of solid interface conditioner. As a result of the interface conditioner, 
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it is expected that the coefficient of friction would decrease thereby reducing the surface damage 

done to the counterface. The contact resistance is tracked continuously to determine the 

conductivity of the interface, changes in the contact resistance would indicate change in chemical 

composition and/or the thickness of the surface layer. The effect of simultaneous conditioning on 

the coefficient of friction, wear rate, contact resistance and life of the tests indicates the 

effectiveness of SLIC. The Spiral tests done helps quantify the material deposited in a pulse to 

the rails with and without interface lubrication in a single pass, wherein the efficiency of SLIC to 

reduce the material transfer to the rails is tested at high continuous current through the interface. 

1.3 Thesis organization

In chapter two, a thorough study of the previous literature on sliding electrical contacts in 

general, and also use of different solid lubricants namely MOS2, Tin, Gold are given. Chapter 

three discusses the experimental setup used to generate high current densities along with the 

acquisition of force data and contact resistance in real time. Results are presented and discussed 

in chapter four and conclusion and suggestions for future work are given in chapter five. 
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the tribological issues involved in sliding 

electrical contacts. A brief review of work previously done by researchers on effectiveness of 

solid lubricant to enhance the life of sliding electrical contacts is provided.

2.1 E lectrical contacts

Electrical contacts are broadly classified into static, sliding and wiping contacts. In case 

of static contacts the contacting bodies do not move relative to each other, though this is the 

definition of static contacts there exists some tangential motion. This motion is predominantly 

due to thermal expansion and/or mechanical vibrations; this is often termed as “fretting”.  A 

sliding electrical contact is one which is expected to perform their function while translation (x 

or y) of one member over the other with no intended separation (z) of the interface. Mechanical 

opening and closing of the circuit is often termed as wiping contacts, these are different from 

sliding contacts as during their operation they are not expected to conduct. 

The actual area of contact of two rough surfaces is typically a small fraction of the 

apparent area of contact. In the plastic contact regime, the contact area fraction is taken to be 

equal to the ratio of contact stress to hardness of the softer body. When the two surfaces slide 

past each other, asperities come into contact, slide under friction and leave contact, at high 

frequencies, leading to very high ‘flash’ temperatures at the contact spots. The flash temperature 

increases with increasing sliding speed and contact pressure. 

In contacts that involve a flow of electrical current across the interface, the electrical contact area 

is often a fraction of the mechanical contact area (typically 10%). In electrical contacts, the 

constriction of the current path leads to significant heating of the contact spots. 
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A Zone of Closest Approach (ZCA) is an area between the two sliding contact members 

which at any instance in time contains all the interacting asperities, all load bearing areas and 

load supporting films. A representative unlubricated, particle free ZCA is shown in Figure 2.1.

Apparent area of contact is the sum of all ZCA’s of the static contact which changes over time. 

Figure 2.1 ZAC on the worn face a contact. The clear area in the shaded zone in th e area of 
wiped face is the ZAC (Slade, 1999).

To understand the phenomenon of sliding electrical contact we consider a micro contact 

(area that includes all the load bearing and conducting aspects between which sliding occurs). 

Initially the contact will be a static one. The mode of deformation of contacting asperities is 

either elastic plastic or mixed elastic or plastic depending upon local mechanical properties such 

as elastic modulus and hardness. When contacts begin to slide with an application of force in 

tangential direction, a resisting force is produced at the counter face. Two conditions that 

contribute to the opposing force are:

1. Adhering metal-to-metal a-spots are placed under a shear stress as the transverse load is 

applied. The contacting asperities must be broken to allow motion either by pure shear or 

tensile shear, as shown in Figure 2.2.

2. Any asperities of the slider which are interleaved with those of counter face in the 

direction of motion will interlock and attempt to plough through one another.

WEAR AREA A -SPOTS

ZONE OF CLOSEST APPROACH
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Both of these factors contribute in producing the tangential force opposing the motion i.e. 

friction. The friction force combine with the normal force increasing total load on asperities.

Figure 2.2 Sliding motion details. As sliding commences the metallic A -spots will shear, either at 
original metal interface (at right) or beneath the surface of softer metal (at left) (Slade, 1999)

Adhesive wear occurs when there is a metal transfer between interacting surfaces. The 

adhesive bonds formed are stronger than the cohesive strength of the metal. As the motion begins 

in the contact above, the asperity bond is forced to fail. The fracture of an ‘a-spot’ will occur in 

one of the three modes.

1. The a-spot may shear at the original interface itself because of poor adhesion. It will 

undergo cold work due to static load and deformation of intersecting asperities.

2. The stronger adhesive bond at contact may cause bonds to force shear or tensile shear.

3. When the shearing takes place the sheared material which is somewhat cold worked and 

hardened is left adhering to the opposing asperity.

Abrasive wear called as ‘two body’ wear or ‘Plowing’ occurs when there is little adhesion 

between two contacting surfaces. In this type of wear very fine wear particles are produced by a 

relatively harder contacting particle from the softer. When asperities on one surface protrude 

below the crest of asperities on the mating surface in the direction of slide, then depending on 

asperity size and normal force the intersecting asperities will plough through one another.

TENSILE - SHEAR OF 
CONTACT BELOW A 

SPOT

SHEAR SEPERATION 
OF A - SPOTS 

INCIPIENT 
FRACTURE

CONTACT REGION

MOTION

LOAD BEARING AREA
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In another type of abrasive wear cutting occurs due to presence of hard particles in the 

interface. In this type of wear called ‘Three body’ abrasion the hard particle may roll between 

two surfaces in a ZCA or get embedded into one of the softer surfaces. This particle further 

ploughs through other mating surface.

In a bulk electrical contact interface the electrical current lines get distorted. The flow 

lines bundle together to pass through a-spots. Thus, less volume of material is now available for 

current conduction, causing increase in electrical resistance. This increase in resistance is defined 

as ‘Constriction Resistance’. In the presence of any contaminating film with relatively high 

electrical resistivity, total resistance increases further. This additional resistance is called as 

‘Film Resistance’. Thus total interfacial resistance is the sum of constriction and film resistance.

Along with current conduction through the a-spots small amount of current flows through 

the thin film layers present in the interface. This conduction is called as ‘Tunnel Conduction’, as 

shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Current flow distribution in the A -spot region. Greatest current density passes through 
the metallic A-spots at right and left. Some small current may flow through very thin films by 

tunneling (Slade, 1999).

CURRENT DISTRIBUTION

CONTACT REGION

TUNNEL 
CONDUCTION
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The constriction resistance is given by the formula R= ρ/2a, where ρ is the resistivity and 

‘a’ is the radius of constriction. Increase in the normal load on the counterface, causes the 

constriction radius to increase whereby decreasing the contact resistance. 

J.A. Greenwood (1966) studied constriction resistance and the real area of contact using 

electric contact theory. Resistance of a cluster of microcontacts could be regarded as the sum of 

the parallel resistance of the individual microcontacts and an interaction term is often related to 

the extent of cluster and not the number or size of the individual contacts. The constriction 

resistance is partly determined by the number and sizea of the microcontacts and partly by their

grouping into clusters. The resistance when the cluster are closely spaced and the self-resistance 

is small is given by 
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Where as when the contact spots are sparsely spaced and self-resistance is dominant, the 

equation is
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where, a is the radius of a spot, α is the radius of the cluster, and n is the number of contact spots.

It is known that the actual current in a conductor is the one which makes the rate of heat 

production minimum. The equation is insensitive to small changes in the current, 
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If the circuit current is greater than a minimum value and the voltage appearing across the 

opening contacts is greater than a minimum value an arc will form between them. Formation of 
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arc entirely depends on properties of contact materials. The arc will initiate when metal vapors 

are formed at the interface. Typically metal vapors in Cu will be formed at an ionizing potential 

of 7.7 volts. (Slade, 1999)

As the contact spot melts and they continue to part, a molten metal bridge is drawn 

between them. Figure 2.4 shows the trend in the voltage drop across the contacts. The shows the 

trend as contacts continues to open (region B). Further elongation of bridge makes it unstable 

(region C) .The instability may arise due to surface tension effects, boiling of highest 

temperature region, convective flows of molten metal. Finally the bridge ruptures, releasing 

metal vapors in the contact gap. This hot metal gas creates a condition where thermal ionization 

can take place. After the rupture of the bridge, when a voltage greater than a minimum value 

Umin (which corresponds to work function voltage, Uø, of the cathode contact and the ionization 

potential of the gas Vi, Umin ≈ Vi + Uø) is impressed across the contact an arc will form 

immediately (region D). The complete sequence is shown in Figure 2.5.

The significant effect of arcing is contact erosion, as during arcing cathode and anode 

under the arc roots are heated to the boiling point of the contact metal. The arc roots still melt the 

contact surface directly under them even when the arc is moving rapidly across a contact surface.

The total mass loss from a contact is a mixture of,

Total mass loss = (metal vapor evaporated, droplets ejected from arc roots) – (metal re-deposited 

back) – (metal deposited from opposite contact).
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Figure 2.4 Voltage drop acr oss an opening electric contact (Slade, 1999).

Figure 2.5 The opening sequence of electric contacts; formation of molten metal bridge, its 
rupture and arc formation (Slade, 1999).

Typical voltage-ampere characteristic for a Cu-Cu interface is shown in Figure 2.6. From 

the Figure it can be stated that no arc forms when the interface contact voltage is below 0.1V. As 

the contact voltage reaches 0.12V the interface softens and the probability of arc formation 

decreases with the decrease in the current through the interface. When the current increases 

above a threshold value and the contact voltage increases above 0.12V the probability of arcing 
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is nearly 1. The interface melts when the contact voltage increases above 0.43V. At this regime 

the contact resistance decreases but the tendency of arcing increases depending on the wear of 

the interface. 

Fig
ure 2.6: Voltage and current range required to sustain an arc and actual region of interest which 

minimizes arcing effect from (Slade, 1999). 
 

When an electrical contact is broken there is an interaction between the magnetic field 

generated and the current through the interface. There is a force which separates the two 

interface from each other, due to this interaction this force is termed as “Blow Off” force. When 

the current is broken at the interface a magnetic field is generated within the fixed and moving 

contacts. This magnetic field being similar in nature, repel each other. This repulsive force which 

tends to separate the interface in contact is termed as “Blow Off force”. Blow off force is 
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inversely proportional to the applied force on the interface. Thus as the normal force on the 

interface decreases, blow off force increases in magnitude. Thus if the magnitude of the normal 

force is significantly small, the blow off forces tend to create a small air gap, which initiates 

arcing at the interface.

Figure 2.7: Contact blow-off from the passage of high current through the contact spot from 
(Slade, 1999)

Arcing at the interface causes the interface to melt and causes oxidation of the interface which 

tends to increase the contact resistance. Increase in the contact resistance results in increase in 

the electrical heating at the interface and increases the interface temperature at the contact spots. 

The following formula is used to calculate the blow off force

a
RI

FB ln
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2
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π
µ

= (2.4)                                                                                               

where, µo is the coefficient of friction, I is the current through the interface, R is the nominal 

radius of contact, and a is the actual radius of contact

When the blow off force FB becomes greater than the normal force holding the interface together, 

contact between the interfaces break. 
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2.2 Relevant work on lubricating sliding electrical contacts

In high speed sliding of the electrical contacts the actual area of contact is few percent of 

the apparent area of contact. Immense heating at the interface due to both electrical and frictional 

heating leads to accelerated wear. Wear in case of self lubricated contacts show that the wear is 

in the form of fatigue and abrasive when there is no current through the interface, whereas the 

wear when current is passed through the interface is associated with the increase in the roughness 

and intensification of the abrasive properties of the counter-faces. Wear is closely related to 

temperature at the interface. The “A” spots transmits the frictional and electrical heating until 

they are worn out flat or detach from the counter-face. Tests done with current densities are of 

the order of 100A and the interface is of 1045 steel and carbon (Zhao et al. 2001). Figure 2.8 

shows the results of the study done

Figure 2.8 Collated results of tests done by Zhao et al. (2001).
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Zhao et al. (2001), concluded that at high speeds there is insignificant effect of current 

through the interface, in both cases the coefficient of friction decreases with increase in the load. 

The reason for this was given to be non-proportional increase in frictional force as compared to 

the normal force; validation for this is given to be layered structure of carbon-graphite material. 

There is no clear trend of coefficient of friction with increase in the sliding speeds. Coefficient of 

friction decreases when the current was increased in the range of 0- 100A. It has been proved that 

for traditional electro-magnetic brushes coefficient of friction decreases with increase in the 

current density through the interface. This phenomenon is termed as “current lubrication”. When 

current is passed through the interface the increase in wear rate depends on increase in 

temperature (joule heating) at the interface. There is an optimum load for a certain application in 

high speed sliding contacts, as load is a factor in both electrical and friction heating. The wear 

debris in case of experiments without current was irregular in shape as the process of micro-

cutting leads to wear, whereas those with current through interface the debris are round and 

sticky appearance.

Wilson (1955) studied sliding metal surface measuring the key factors namely contact 

resistance and coefficient of friction between them. Many noble and base metals were tested with 

and without lubrication at the interface. It was noted that for lightly loaded surfaces, metal to 

metal contact was almost eliminated, whereas at higher loads the lubricating film was disrupted 

and metal contact occurred. The changes in the nature of the contact while sliding was well 

established using the contact resistance data. Thus this study emphasizes contact resistance as a 

tool for investigating the behavior of non-conducting surface lubricants. The study of contact

resistance at higher loads showed a substantial decrease in the contact resistance almost equal to 

clean surface to surface contact but the coefficient of friction suggested that the actual area of 
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contact is not metal to metal contact. The study concludes that when oxide or lubrication layer is 

present at the interface, the growth of metallic junctions are restricted at higher loads and almost 

eliminated at lighter loads. Frictional force (shear force) thus required to shear the junction 

formed is low as only the oxide or lubricant junction has to be sheared.

Bowden and Freitag (1958) tested friction at very high speeds with metal on metal and 

metal on diamond. At very high speeds, temperatures at contact increases and reaches a high 

value which leads to localized melting and thermal softening of the interface. It is evident that 

coefficient of friction decreases as the speed increases; Cu-Cu interface, representing interface 

having low melting points, was tested at speeds of the magnitude of 800m/s and Coefficient of 

friction tends to increase, when the current was increased in the range of 0-100A found to show 

low coefficient of friction. Copper was used to represent many metals having low melting points. 

At surface speeds of 600m/s the coefficient of friction is 0.25 whereas when the copper ball was 

decelerated there was a marked increase in the coefficient of friction, and at speeds of 120-

140m/s there were violent jerks and tests were stopped, a coefficient of friction close to 1.5 was 

noted at this stage. Cleaning of the surface before experiments are important as unclean surfaces 

would lead to increase in the friction. It was proposed that the frictional force decreases due to 

increase in the temperature at the interface. The contact regions are sheared so rapidly that heat 

generated is much faster than it can be conducted away so the metal in contact would soften and 

this leads to reduction in the coefficient of friction. At very high speeds the life of individual 

junction may be extremely short, thus the asperities are in contact for very short time which 

would mean that full plastic deformation at the interface does not happen, and this can lead to 

brittle failure of the copper wire. 
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Figure 2.9 Effect of sliding speed on coefficient of friction for steel-steel and Cu-Cu interface

Bowden and Persson (1995) studied deformation, heating and melting of solids in high 

speed friction and concluded that coefficient of friction decreased in solids at high speeds as 

compared to that at lower speeds, this was primarily due to softening and melting of the localized 

area of the interface in contact. 

Steel on Bismuth

Figure 2.10 Steel sliding on bismuth, Influence of varying load
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When the speed is increased above 200m/s the coefficient of friction increases and there 

is a trace of melting of the interface and wear tracks look prominent. There is an abrupt increase 

in the wear of the tool as the speeds were increased above 300m/s as shown in the table 2.1. 

Table 2.1

Wear, peak load, peak friction force and contact time at different sliding speeds
(Steel on bismuth)

As evident from the table the frictional forces drops consistently, there was a drop noted in the 

normal force as well which indicated that coefficient of friction (F/W) increased as the speeds 

were increased above 300m/s. 

With continuous sliding at high speeds not only the contact asperities but the surrounding 

areas would become heated whereby decreasing the strength of the asperities, this would lead to 

flattening out of the asperities easily with small normal loads. 

Comparison curves of different metal as the base plate.

When the base is of soft material, namely Rubber the surface damage is predominantly 

due to tearing or plucking from the contact surface. Above 380m/s there were signs of melting of 

the interface. With increase in speed further the size of wear did not increase appreciably, this is 

evident from the graph.
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Figure 2.11 Collated results evolution of coefficient of friction with sliding speed different 
combination of interface.

When the interface is of the same material that is steel sliding on itself

Sliding on soft sodium glass, the glass surface was thoroughly cleaned and then used in the 

experiments. The coefficient of friction decreased with speed from 0.4 at 20m/s to 0.12 at 

600m/s. Examination of the surface does not show any appreciable brittle behavior, but instead 

showed a sign of softening of the interface. At high speeds the interface showed a sign of melting 

Figure 2.12
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and splashing of molten glass. The conclusions from the paper were that the frictional force 

reaches a low value as the sliding speed increases and that the interface breaks-down due to 

plastic deformation.

Figure 2.13 Results of steel sliding on soft surfaces namely rubber and glass

Kothmann and Stefani (2001) developed a thermal hydraulic model for electromagnetic 

rail gun. Melting of the armature is evident as a coating of the material is left on the rails, 

although extensive melting of the interface is not desired as it leads to arcing at the interface, 

counter intuitively some loss of the armature in the form of melt stabilizes the interface and 

reduces the frictional drag between the armature and the rail. This melt lubrication suppresses the 

gauging of the surface of the rail considerably and increases the life of the barrel. At high speeds 

of 700 – 1000m/s the root cause of the wear is not obvious, as intense mechanical and electrical 

heating of the interface both are potentially significant. At the working pressures of the rail gun 

the mechanical wear were comparable to that due to the melting of the interface. The 

solidification rate at high speeds diminishes, this leads to increased thickness of the melt layer, 

which increases the film thickness of the melt, which results in reduction of friction at the 

interface and thus mechanical heating of the interface reduces considerably. 
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Antler (1963) concluded from his studies that without interface lubricant the contact 

resistance fluctuates under stick-slip conditions, which in turns increases frictional heating at the 

interface. It was also concluded that use of conditioner at the interface causes significant noise in 

the interface contact resistance due to hydrodynamic lift due to rubbing of the lubricant.

The heating of the interface due to both electrical and friction heating often causes the 

contact interface to melt. It has also been shown that for traditional electric brushes that the 

coefficient of friction decreases with increase in the current density through the interface. This 

phenomenon is termed as “current lubrication” (Bowden and Tabor 1950].

Drobyshevski et al. (1999) carried out studies to evaluate the effectiveness of liquid 

lubricant; Indium; at the rail gun interface. Phenomenon like velocity skin effect, non 

homogeneous wear and friction heating limited the hyper velocities that could be achieved. 

Introduction of liquid lubricant at the interface reduces friction and heating of the interface due

to dry sliding.

Wahl et al. (1997) studied wear at sliding interface with experimental procedure 

involving a ball on flat sliding experiment with MoS2 as a solid lubricant. Coefficient of friction 

is an important consideration to evaluate the condition of sliding contact; MoS2 film would 

decrease the coefficient of friction by substantial amount, even though the MoS2 layer wears out 

early in the sliding life of the test. The solid lubricant also stabilizes coefficient of friction thus 

using the friction force analysis wear of the lubricant layer cannot be traced. The lubricant is 

layer is replenished by the solid lubricant picked up from other areas of the rail. It is argued that 

stick-slip effect and breakdown of hydrodynamic lubrication tends to increase the contact 

resistance. The trend in coefficient of friction was observed to increase in the several hundred 

cycles then drop down slightly after which there is a sudden erratic increase which indicates 
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interface failure. The trend of contact resistance were noted in accordance to the friction data, 

this shows huge increase in the contact resistance initially then decreases substantially. When 

frictional force goes erratic the contact resistance also increases erratically. Corresponding to the 

increase in frictional force the surface damage increases in magnitude. The coefficient of friction 

tends to increase when the layer of MoS2 thinned down due to wear but there was a 

corresponding decrease in the contact resistance as more conductive rail surface was exposed. 

Thus the contact resistance value could be able to track the wear of the coating. The coefficient 

of friction and contact resistance increases with oxidation layer formation on the rail surface. The 

sliding of surfaces over and over again reduces the contact resistance as the oxidation layer is 

removed and the interface becomes conforming. These experiments conclude that even if the 

resistance changes there is an insignificant change in the contact resistance, which depends 

predominantly on the coating of the solid lubricant.  

Figure 2.14 Trend in the coefficient of friction and contact resistance with increase in sliding 
cycles (Wahl et al. 1997)

Csapo et al. (1995) studied the influence of current through graphite-graphite interface. 

Experiments show that friction coefficient decreases when current is passed through the 

interface, as it increases the contact asperities and decreases its areas. This research showed that 
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when the test began there was a marked increase in the coefficient of friction but then it reached 

steady state after some revolution of disc. When the current was passed through the interface the 

coefficient of friction decreased considerably and reached steady state. When the current was 

switched off, the coefficient of friction returned to its initial state. The contact resistance through 

the interface is high initially, then reduces with time and stabilizes till the current is passed 

through the contact. For lower magnitudes of current <100A the coefficient of friction increases 

with increase in the current density.  When third body lubricants (graphite 0.01mm average 

radius) are used, passage of electricity does not reduce the coefficient of friction.

Figure 2.15 Trend in coefficient of friction and contact resistance when 20A current is passed 
through the interface

Wilson and Alpas (2000) investigated tribo layer formed during high speed sliding on 

TiN coatings. At high speeds the coefficient of friction increases to high erratic values, after 

some sliding of the pin on the disc coefficient of friction values reaches a steady state the value 

for which is lower. After a considerable sliding of  pin on the disc, the value of the coefficient of 

friction increases to a high value, which leads to failure of the interface. Coefficient of friction 

shows an erratic trend when the interface is about to fail and the gauging of the counter-face 

increases. When this is traced with temperature of the tip it is found that, as the temperature of 
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the interface increases the coefficient of friction decreases and reaches a stable, low value. When 

the coefficient of friction reaches a steady value the temperature profile of the tip becomes 

steady with no appreciable increase. The audible noise from the tests decreases at high speeds 

and loads which indicate that the frictional force tends to decrease. In the case of TiN coatings; 

due to the wear of the coating and also due to softening of the coating due to mechanical heating, 

the coefficient of friction decreases and which decreases further wear of the interface. At the end 

of the tests due to gauging and increase in the temperatures of the asperities, heating increases 

arising form bulk heating effects. As the normal load is increased, the frictional heating increases 

which increases the steady state temperature of the pin. A sharp increase in plastic deformation 

and microploughing occurs at the end of the experiments; this was evident as a sudden damage to 

the counter-faces in the form of increased wear tracks. 

It has been found that for a given material, the temperature at the contact spots is 

dependent on the bulk temperature as well as the drop in electric potential across the contact. For 

stationary Cu-Cu contacts at room temperature, the interface begins to soften when the contact 

voltage reaches 0.12V and the interface melts when the contact voltage reaches 0.42V 

(Slade1999).

In sliding electrical contacts, the flash temperature due to friction and the electrical 

heating due to the constriction resistance are additive (Bowden and Tabor 1950). The flash 

temperature due to friction can reach a significant fraction of the melting temperature. It can be 

argued that, since the area of electrical contact is one tenth the area of the mechanical contact, 

the flash temperature of electrical contact can be assumed to play the role of bulk temperature for 

the electrical contact, implying that the contact could melt at quite low contact voltages. In a 

mechanical switch used to break a high current circuit, the last spot in contact melts, forms a 
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molten metal bridge which eventually ruptures, leading to an arc through the ionized metal and 

eventually through the plasma formed by the breakdown of the atmospheric gases (Slade 1999).  

However, when electrical contact across asperities in mechanical contact is broken by relative 

motion of the asperities, the current will redistribute across new pairs of asperities in contact. 

The pin-on-disc test, in which a pin with a hemispherical tip slides over a flat plate, is 

commonly used to study friction and wear data and to evaluate lubricants and coatings.  It is well 

known that a layer of solid lubricant (MoS2, Pb-Mo-S, MoSe2, Cu-Mo, Graphite, Gold, etc) 

reduces the friction at the metal to metal contact interfaces and improves the sliding contact life.  

It has also been commonly observed that the solid lubricant persists for a very high number of 

sliding cycles and the coefficient of friction is independent of the film thickness (Wahl et al.

1950). The contact resistance is found to be more sensitive to changes in film thickness. In this 

work, the effect of modifying the Cu-Cu interface by adding a solid lubricant is also studied at 

the high current densities encountered in the rail gun (Wahl et al. 1999). However sliding 

electrical contacts have not been studied either at the high current densities or at the high sliding 

speeds encountered in rail guns.  The study presented here is a first step, where the contact is 

studied at the high current densities encountered in the rail gun.  This study will be later extended 

to higher sliding speeds closer to those encountered in the rail gun.

\
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CHAPTER 3

PRETREATMENT WITH SLIC

3.1 Abstract

This chapter presents the results of studies aimed at evaluating the effect of a solid lubricant 

interface conditioner (SLIC) on sliding electrical contacts subject to very high current densities.  

Static, circular and spiral tests in a pin-on-disc configuration are carried out at nominal current 

densities of 7.7, 422 and 917A/mm2, contact pressures of 10 and 30 MPa, and sliding velocities 

of the order of 1 m/s.  The evolution of the contact resistance and coefficient of friction over time 

are obtained and the failure mode of the contact, the average wear rate and material transfer 

across the interface are studied.  The steady state values of these quantities are compared across 

different contact conditions.  Test results show that use of the solid lubricant conditioner causes 

an increase of about 100-200 µΩ in the contact resistance but reduces the coefficient of friction

in half, decreases the amount of material transfer by a factor of 10 and increases the life of the 

contact by a factor of 2 to 10.

3.2 Experimental details

The tests carried out in this study are similar to pin-on-disc tests.  A copper tip

(representing the armature) is loaded on a copper plate (representing the rail) at predetermined 

normal pressures.  The copper plate is held on the spindle of a lathe and the tip holder is held on 

the tool post of the lathe.  The copper plate is finished using a series of abrasive papers, the finest 

being 600grit, to remove the oxide layer and any contaminants on the surface. All tests on a plate 

are completed within 15 minutes of finishing the plate.  The tip is loaded to the desired operating 

pressure on a fine grit abrasive paper (1500grit) pasted on the copper plate and the plate is 

rotated by hand to ensure conformity of the interfaces at the working pressure.  The tip and the 
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plate are cleaned using acetone to remove any foreign particles.  The weight of the tip is 

measured to 0.1mg using a precise weighing scale, before and after each test, to determine the 

wear of the tip.  If a conditioner is used, a stick of conditioner is held by hand and pressed 

against the plate while the plate is rotated. The stick is moved radially in and out several times 

until the color of light reflected off the plate at an angle is noticed to acquire a dark sheen. 

A switching circuit is used to apply pulses of high current through the contact interface.  

Current densities of 7.7, 422 and 917A/mm2 have been used to study the contact interface under 

low current, in the softening regime and in the melting regime, respectively.  The polarity of the 

plate is positive and that of the tip is negative.  A schematic of the experimental setup is shown 

in Figure 3.1.  The normal force is applied via a weak spring, to maintain the force constant 

despite significant tip wear.  The experimental setup is capable of measuring the normal and 

frictional forces with a mechanical response better than 5kHz. The current through the contact 

and the contact voltage are also recorded at 5kHz throughout the test.  The signals are acquired 

using a computerized data acquisition system controlled by a LabVIEWTM program.

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the experimental setup
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Three types of tests are carried out.  In static tests, the tip is loaded to contact pressures 

between 10 and 60 MPa and the contact resistance and the hysteresis in contact resistance during 

load-unload cycles are studied.  Either a continuous current of 10A (7.7A/mm2) or 3.5ms long 

current pulses of 550A (422A/mm2) are used.  

In circular tests, the tip is pressed into the plate at a fixed radius to result in a contact 

pressure of 10 or 30 MPa, and the plate is spun up to a constant speed of 550rpm (within one 

revolution and before the first pulse), as shown in Figure 3.2(a).  Either a constant current of 

10 A, or 3.5ms long current pulses of 550A or 3.5ms long pulses of 1200A (917A/mm2) are 

used.  If current pulses are used, a pulse is applied once per revolution, at the same spot on the 

plate, using a photodiode based triggering circuit.  The self-inductance of the circuit, the 

resistance of the Cu-tip, etc., are compensated for by subtracting the voltage measured when the 

tip is spot welded to the plate and the same current pulse is applied.  Circular tests are used to 

study the evolution of friction coefficient and contact resistance over time, the average wear rate 

of the tip, the life of the contact and the failure mechanism. 

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the tests
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In spiral tests, the tip is moved radially outwards as the plate rotates, tracing a spiral path 

on the plate as shown in Figure 3.2(b).  These tests are done with current pulses of either 422 or 

917A/mm2 applied at a rate of 10Hz.  The wear scar and any transfer layers that form on the 

plate are studied.  The detailed description of the setup and components is given in Appendix A

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Static Tests

Static tests were carried out at different times after polishing to study the evolution of 

contact resistance with time.  Figure 3.3 shows that the contact resistance without SLIC remains 

constant at 450µΩ for the first 25 minutes, but begins to rise sharply after that, reaching a steady 

state resistance of 850µΩ.  Each of the data points shown was obtained after polishing the tip 

and loading it at a different point on the plate, taking care to apply the current only after the 

desired contact pressure is reached.  In contrast, the plate conditioned with SLIC shows a nearly 

constant contact resistance of 680µΩ. All subsequent tests for which data are reported were 

carried out within 15 minutes of polishing the copper plate. The increase in contact resistance 

with SLIC reported above is for a thicker layer, applied with the plate spinning. The contact 

resistance of a thin layer of SLIC, obtained by rubbing the stick manually over the plate, was 

found to be negligible.  

For a small current of 10A, the contact resistance increased from 450µΩ to 675µΩ with 

SLIC, an increase of 50% (see Figure 3.4).  For the 500A current pulses, the contact resistance 

increased from 580µΩ to 660µΩ, an increase of 15% (Figure 3.5). The increase in contact 

resistance with increase in current is pronounced for the unconditioned contact, whereas with 

SLIC, it is small. 
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In tests at different contact pressures, it is found that the contact resistance decreases by 

about 20µΩ when the contact pressure is increased from 14MPa to 60MPa, as shown in Figures 

3.4 and 3.5.  Additionally, it is observed from load -unload cycles that there is a slight hysteresis 

in contact resistance. 
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of typical evolution of contact resistance when the copper plate is 
exposed to atmosphere, with and without SLIC.
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Figure 3.5: Test done with 422A/mm2 current through the interface

3.3.2 Circular Tests

The results of circular test at a low current of 10A showed that while SLIC increases the 

contact resistance from 500µΩ to 643µΩ, it decreases the coefficient of friction from 0.65 to 0.3 

and increases the number of passes to failure a factor of 10.  The values above are averages over 

6 repeats at 10MPa contact pressure.

For the pulsed high current tests, the variation of current during a typical current pulse is 

shown in Figure 3.6.  It can be noted that the rise time of the current is about 600 µs and the fall 

time is 100µs.  The variation of contact resistance and coefficient of friction are also shown, but 

these are particular to the conditions corresponding to Figure 3.6 (917A/mm2, unconditioned 

contact, first pulse).  The coefficient of friction dramatically decreases from 0.6 to 0.3 when the 

contact voltage goes above 0.3V, likely attributable to melting or softening at the contact.  This 

also shows up as a gradual decrease in contact resistance during the pulse, which can also 

explained in terms of the actual contact area increasing due to progressive softening/melting of 

the interface.  Note that the contact resistance during the first pulse, ≈ 250µΩ, is significantly 

lower than the value of 400 µΩ found in the static tests.  

SLIC

w/o 
SLIC
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These observations are contrasted by the relatively minor drop in coefficient of friction 

when a 422A/mm2 current pulse is applied, as shown in Figure 3.7.  Also, for tests at 917A/mm2 

with SLIC, the coefficient of friction continues to remain low between 0.25 to 0.3, without any 

significant decrease due to the application of the current pulse, as shown in Figure 3.8.  It can be 

noted from the plots in Figures 3.7 through 3.9 that the contact voltage for the 422A/mm2 tests is 

indeed mostly within the softening regime (0.12 < Vcontact < 0.43) and that for the 917A/mm2 

tests is mostly in the melting regime (Vcontact > 0.43).  This is the case, even after compensating 

for the 100 µΩ additional resistance caused by the film of SLIC.  

The rise in the current shown in figure 3.6 is similar to that of a R -C circuit. However, 

even at the beginning of the pulse, when the current is low, the contact voltage quickly becomes 

high enough to cause melting of the interface, due to the contact resistance being large. This 

results in the instantaneous melting of the interface when the interface is not conditioned; the 

transition is evident in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.8 show that SLIC does not substantially affect the 

coefficient of friction of the molten interface.  This is expected, as the COF can be thought of 

arising due to the particular ratio of the normal and shear stresses supported by the viscous melt.   

Upon closer examination of the data, the contact resistance was found to evolve with 

increasing number of pulses, as shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.  For the first 12 pulses, the 

contact resistance retains the same profile as that for the first pulse and then rapidly increases to 

reach the steady state profile by the 21st pulse.  It can be seen that the variation of contact 

resistance during the pulse acquires a slightly more complex profile, showing an initial low 

value, followed by a sharp increase, all within the first 0.7ms. This is followed by a gradual 

decrease till the current is turned off.  The evolution pattern described above also depends on the 

conditioning, on the current density and on the pulse count.  In repeats of the experiments, the 
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patterns observed, over each pulse as well as evolution over time, are similar, though some of the 

details differ.  The detailed analysis of test to test variation along with graphs is given in 

Appendix B

Figure 3.6: Typical graph of current, coefficient of friction, contact resistance and contact 
voltage when the first 1200A current pulse is passed across a Cu-Cu interface without 

preconditioning (10MPa)

Figure 3.7: Comparis on of COF and contact voltage for the softening (0.12 < Vc < 0.43) and 
melting (Vc > 0.43) regimes, showing significant reduction in the coefficient of friction due to 

melting.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of contact voltage and COF for conditioned and unconditioned contacts 
when 1200A current pulses are passed (10MPa)
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of contact resistance with consecutive pulsing of 1200A current passed 
across an unconditioned interface (10MPa)
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Figure 3.10: A 3D plot gener ated in Maple, showing the typical evolution of contact voltage with 
consecutive 1200A current pulses passed through an unconditioned interface (10MPa)

3.4  Profilometry of Plates Used for Circular Tests

Surface profilometry of the transfer layer in the sector over which the current pulses are 

applied is shown in Figures 3.11 through 3.14. A higher coefficient of friction is found to 

correlate to increased surface damage during the test.  Interestingly, the amount of material 

transferred to the plate at a contact pressure of 10 MPa is more as compared to that at 30MPa. 

The deposition observed on plates preconditioned with SLIC is found to be thinner and more 

uniform as compared to that on unconditioned plates. The groove outside of the arc where the 

current is applied is shallower on the plate preconditioned with SLIC as compared to that on the 

plates without SLIC. When the comparison is made across current densities, it is observed that 

at higher currents of 1200A the amount of material deposited is more. The deposition at higher 

current is more uniform as compared to that at 554A. 
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Figure 3.11: Correlation of the Profilometry (surface damage) with COF and contact resistance at 
917A/mm2 and 10MPa w/o SLIC. 

Figure 3.12: Correlation of the Profilometry (surface damage) with COF and contact resistance at 
917A/mm2 and 10MPa with SLIC. 

The results for the circular tests at different current densities and normal pressures are 

collated in table 3.1.  Eac h of these data points is an average over two sets of six tests each, 

performed two months apart, showing very little variation in some quantities such as the 

coefficient of friction and contact resistance, but greater variability in the number of passes to 

failure. Results of individual tests done at each condition are detailed in Appendix B. It can be 

seen that the COF is decreased by a factor of 2, the wear rate is decreased and contact life 
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increased by 2 to 10 times with SLIC.  It is also interesting to note that SLIC decreases the size 

of the material transferred at the spot where the current is pulsed by a factor of 10.  

Figure 3.13: 3D profile of surface damage due to 917A/mm2 current pulses and 30MPa of 
normal pressure on an unconditioned interface. 

Figure 3.14: 3D profile of surface damage due to 917A/mm2 current pulses and 30MPa of 
normal pressure with SLIC.

Table 3.1

Consolidated results for the circular tests 
(Note that the values are averages across 12 similar tests done)

75µ

-60µ
Direction of sliding

50µ

-60µ

Direction of sliding
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Comparing the contact resistances at 7.7, 422 and 917A/mm2, an interesting trend emerges.  The 

contact resistance is highest for the intermediate current density.  Without application of the 

conditioner, failure of the contacts invariably occurs by the tip bending, whereas with SLIC, the 

test is stopped when the normal force decreases significantly, due to the load application 

mechanism reaching the limit of its ability to compensate for tip wear.  Arcing is more evident 

when tests are done at high current density and the interface is unconditioned. 

3.5 Conclusions

An experimental setup with excellent resolution of forces and contact resistance changes 

over time has been developed to study the tribology of sliding contacts subject to high current 

densities such as those encountered in rail guns.  Static, circular and spiral tests carried out show 

that the contact is beneficially modified by the application of a solid lubricant contact 

conditioner.  The contact resistance is increased slightly, but the friction coefficient, wear rate 

and volume of transfer layer are decreased, and the contact life is increased by a factor of 10.  
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Interesting trends in contact resistance with respect to current density and transfer layer volume 

with respect to contact pressure have been noted.  Tentative hypotheses have been formulated to 

explain the interesting variations observed in the coefficient of friction and contact resistance, 

within a pulse, as well as the evolution of these profiles with time.  Microanalysis of the surfaces 

subjected to different numbers of pulses and with current pulses of different durations can lead to 

better understanding of the phenomena encountered.

CHAPTER 4

VINEGAR PRETREATED TESTS
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4.1 Abstract

This chapter discusses the effect of pre-treating the copper surface with vinegar. Static, 

circular and spiral tests are carried out to determine the effect of vinegar pre-treatment on Cu-Cu 

interface at nominal current densities of 7.7, 422 and 917A/mm2, contact pressures of 10 and 

30 MPa, and sliding velocities of the order of 1 m/s.  The evolution of the contact resistance and 

coefficient of friction over time are obtained, the average wear rate and material transfer across 

the interface are studied.  The steady state values of these quantities are compared across 

different contact conditions.  Test results show that when the interface is pretreated with vinegar 

the contact resistance decreases by a factor of 10 when interface is tested statically, whereas 

when solid lubricant is used across the interface contact resistance increases by 30µΩ. Contact 

voltage decreases by a factor of 3.5 when vinegar is used in circular tests which reduces interface 

melting significantly. Number of passes to failure increases by a factor of 6 when compared to 

plain Cu-Cu interface treated with SLIC. Vinegar pretreated surface shows lower surface 

roughness value of 0.057µ as compared to 0.12µ when interface is finished using 600grit sand 

paper.

4.2 Background

Terutaka Tamai (1989), Studied the effect of oxide film on copper surface on contact 

resistance to evaluate the contact condition of components used for electrical contacts. Copper is 

used as a interconnects in electrical connection owing to its high conductivity, ease of forming 

and cost effectiveness, the formation of oxides when exposed to atmosphere being one major 

problem. Formation of the oxide layer on the surface was measured with the help of 

ellipsometry. Initial stage of oxide formation is the formation of Cu2O film which is less then 

1000Å thick, at this stage the contact resistance does not show any appreciable increase. The 
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second stage of oxidation is the formation of CuO layer on the Cu2O layer which leads to 

increase in the contact resistance sharply. This increase in the contact resistance to several Kilo-

ohms leads to contact failure, the growth rate of this film decreases with increase in the oxide 

layer. 

A novel method of removing copper oxide using acetic acid from copper interconnects in 

the field of integrated circuit manufacturing at room temperature was investigated by Chavez and 

Hezz (2001). Integrated circuit manufacturing industries predominantly used aluminum for 

making interconnects but due to material limitations at small IC geometry, copper is considered 

to be a good replacement for aluminum. Copper oxide formed when copper is exposed to air 

posed challenges of removing the copper oxides. Oxide layer formed on copper surface increases 

the contact resistance when used without the removal of oxide layer. It was experimentally 

proved that acetic acid removes a variety of copper oxides, including cuprous oxide, cupric 

oxide, and cupric hydroxide. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was done on the copper surface 

to examine if acetic acid etches copper surface, from the ratio of silicon ions to metallic copper 

particles it was concluded that within the time span of 5 to 10 min copper surface was not etched. 

It was also concluded that upto 4% vol of DI water in acetic acid did not affect the removal of 

oxides from copper. 

Yi-Hsiu Chen et al. (2005) studied the etching of copper in acetic acid solution. TFT-

LCDs for their better functionality require highly conductive interconnects, copper is considered 

to be a good alternative for previously used Al-Al interconnects. Due to inability of dry etching 

of copper, wet etching to obtain metal lines pattern has received importance. Acetic acid was 

used to etch copper, the etch rate was calculated using the weight of the part before and after 
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etching. The studies concluded that for H2SO4-H2O2-Acetic Acid etchant system, surface 

roughness and etch rate decreases gradually as the concentration of Acetic Acid increases. 

S Alessandra et al. (2003) studies the effect of Ethyl alcohol on copper oxides, copper 

which is widely used as interconnects should pose low resistance. Oxides present in the copper 

surface increases the contact resistance and affect the performance and reliability of the system. 

Reduction in the copper oxide was monitored continuously using spectroscopic ellipsometry. 

Studies conclude that ethyl alcohol reduces the copper oxides in two stages, first being 

converting copper oxide to Cu2O in which the oxide layer thickness remains constant. The 

second stage of reaction being reduction of Cu2O to metallic copper. This reaction occurs 

efficiently at 200ºC. The surface thus formed is free of oxide and enhances use of copper in 

interconnects. 

Ishikawa et al. (2003) studied vapor treatment of copper oxides using Organic acids. The 

process of metal deposition on Cu is degraded due to the presence of copper oxides. The oxides 

on the copper are removed when copper surface was exposed to vapor of organic acids. When 

copper oxides were exposed to formic oxide vapors at about 200ºC for duration of 30min, CuO2

was reduced to metallic copper with formation of carbon dioxide, which ensures that no volatile

Cu products are formed. When acetic acid was used in place of formic acid the vapor 

decomposed into carbon dioxide along with formation of CH4. The oxide layer of copper was 

etched when exposed to atmosphere of acetic acid vapors forming volatile copper products (di-

nuclear Cu (II) acetate). Their studies concluded that copper oxides can be reduced to metallic 

copper by exposure to organic acid vapors, reducing it or etching it to metallic copper. 

4.3 Experimental details
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The basic experimental setup and procedure are the same as described in chapter 3, 

difference being treatment of Cu surface before test. Vinegar treated surfaces are prepared by 

wiping the plate after finishing with vinegar on Kimwipes®. Vinegar contains Acetic acid 

(concentration varies from 4 to 8%) which removes oxide layers from surface of copper, it also 

aids in removing anti-oxidant layer formed during manufacturing process. Static contact 

resistance measured after wiping the surface with vinegar is very low of the order of 45µΩ, 

which is 10 times smaller as compared to the tests done without wiping the surface with vinegar. 

Tip is prepared similar to that discussed in chapter 3; then it is wiped with vinegar to remove any 

oxide layer contamination. The surface becomes smooth when vinegar is applied to the surface 

and it becomes difficult to apply SLIC to the plate as roughness is considerably reduced. Tests 

with vinegar and SLIC are also carried out to find the effectiveness of the combination. Plates for 

these tests are first rubbed with vinegar and then SLIC is applied in similar fashion as in the tests 

with SLIC. With vinegar pretreated surface SLIC stick should be rubbed few times more as 

compared to surface without any pretreatment.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Static Tests

Static tests were carried out with vinegar pretreated surfaces to evaluate the effect of 

removal of oxide layer on static contact resistance. Static tests were carried out at different times 

after polishing to study the evolution of contact resistance with time.  Figure 4.1 shows that the 

contact resistance without SLIC remains constant at 45µΩ for the first 10 minutes, but begins to 

rise as exposure time increases, reaching a steady state resistance of 100µΩ after 60 minutes of 

exposure.  Each of the data points shown was obtained after polishing the tip and loading it at a 

different point on the plate, taking care to apply the current only after the desired contact 
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pressure is reached.  In contrast, the plate conditioned with SLIC shows a nearly constant contact 

resistance of 80µΩ for the first 60min of exposure. All subsequent tests for which data are 

reported were carried out within 15 minutes of polishing the copper plate. The increase in contact 

resistance with SLIC reported above is for a thicker layer, applied with the plate spinning. The 

contact resistance of a thin layer of SLIC, obtained by rubbing the stick manually over the plate, 

was found to be negligible.  

For a small current of 8A, the contact resistance increased from 45µΩ to 75µΩ with 

SLIC, an increase of 60% (see Figure 4.2).  For the 500A current pulses, the conta ct resistance 

increased from 105µΩ to 135µΩ, an increase of 30% (Figure 4.3). The absolute difference in the 

contact resistance is the same when compared across different current densities. 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of typical evolution of contact resistance when the copper plate is 
pretreated with vinegar and exposed to atmosphere, with and without SLIC.
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Figure 4.2: Test done with 8A current through the interface
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Figure 4.3: Test done with 422A/mm2 current through the interface

4.4.2 Circular Tests

Table 4.1 shows comparison of coefficient of friction, contact resistance, sliding distance 

and number of passes to failure with and without pre-application of solid lubricant, for 500 and 

1200 A and 30MPa on vinegar treated surface

Table 4.1

Comparison of coefficient of friction, contact resistance, sliding distance and number of passes to failure 
with and without pre-application of solid lubricant, for 500 and 1200 A and 30MPa on vinegar treated 

surface

10 MPa tests 30 MPa tests
550A 1200A 550A 1200A

SLIC w/o 
SLIC SLIC w/o 

SLIC SLIC w/o 
SLIC SLIC w/o 

SLIC
Coefficient of friction 0.22 0.68 0.17 0.30 0.36 0.53 0.36 0.38

SLIC

w/o SLIC
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Contact resistance(µ

Ohms)
214 150 225 151 243 183 219 169

Number of passes 26076 3776 20375 1502 6152 1929 4257 951

Wear rate (mg/meter) 0.0002 0.0015 0.0003 0.0037 0.0009 0.0029 0.0013 0.006

Results from the tests show that contact resistance is lower by a factor of 3, due to the 

pretreatment of vinegar. When vinegar is used to wipe the surface before tests, oxide layers are 

removed and pure surface of copper is used for tests. Previously prepared plates had oxide layer 

which caused contact resistance to increase, thus measured contact resistance was a combination 

of the Cu-Cu contact pulse contribution due to oxide film. Contact voltage which is an indication 

of interface temperature is reduced when vinegar is used to clean the interface and oxide film is 

removed; 0.12V signifies softening of the interface and when interface voltage reaches 0.43V 

interface melts. The observed contact voltage when 550A is passed through the interface is 0.1V 

and is 0.25 when 1200A is passed through the interface. Thus when interface is pretreated with 

vinegar the contact voltage remains below the melting regime even when 1200A is passed 

through the interface. Thus arcing and melting at the interface is significantly reduced when

interface is conditioned with vinegar. Number of passes to failure increases by a factor of nearly 

6 when interface is conditioned with SLIC, after pre-treating the interface with vinegar. When 

surface is rubbed with vinegar, surface roughness of the plate decreases thus the ability to pick 

up thick layer of SLIC decreases, which results in lower contact resistance with SLIC. There is a 

substantial increase in the test life when vinegar pretreated surfaces are used. 
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Figure 4.4: Typical curve obtained when a 550A current pulse of 3.5ms duration is passed across 
unconditioned interface pretreated with vinegar.

For the pulsed high current tests, variation of current during a typical current pulse is 

shown in Figure 4.4. The variation of contact resistance and coefficient of friction are also 

shown, but these are particular to the conditions corresponding to Figure 4.4 (917A/mm2, 

unconditioned contact, first pulse).  Comparison of the coefficient of friction is shown in the 

figure 4.5, it is clear from the figure that there is significant decrease in coefficient of friction 

when the interface is conditioned with SLIC. Decrease in coefficient of friction in case of tests 

pretreated with SLIC signifies softening of the interface. From figure 4.6 it is evident that 

coefficient of friction dramatically decreases from 0.6 to 0.3 when the contact voltage goes 

above 0.3V, likely attributable to melting or softening at the contact, whereas no significant 

melting is evident when 550A is passed through unconditioned interface.  This also shows up as 

a gradual decrease in contact resistance during the pulse, which can also explained in terms of 

the actual contact area increasing due to progressive softening/melting of the interface. 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of COF and contact voltage for the softening (0.12 < Vc < 0.43) and 
melting (Vc > 0.43) regimes, showing significant reduction in the coefficient of friction due to 

melting.

Figure 4.6: Comparison of COF across different current densities passed through unconditioned 
interface
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of contact resistance when 1200A current pulses are passed through 
unconditioned interface.

From the above graphs it can be inferred that contact resistance reduces by a factor of 3 

when vinegar is applied to the interface. There is a marked increase in coefficient of friction 

when interface is pretreated with vinegar as compared to plain Cu-Cu contact. There is a 

significant reduction in coefficient of friction when the interface is conditioned with SLIC which 

might be attributed to reduced roughness value when Cu is pretreated with vinegar. Typically a 

plain Cu surface when finished for the experiments; as detailed in chapter 3; has a roughness 

value of 0.12µ where as when the surface is treated with vinegar, roughness value reduces to 

0.05µ. The surface is thus twice as smoother as compared to plain Cu surface. Reduction in 

coefficient of friction is due the fact that asperities are reduced considerably when surface is 

treated with vinegar. When 550A is passed through the interface we see a small drop in the COF 

when SLIC is applied to the interface which might be due to localized melting of the asperities, 

this drop is not seen in tests without any preconditioning. When 1200A is passed through the 
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interface there is a considerable drop in the COF both with and without SLIC tests, but melting is 

delayed when SLIC is used at the interface, this is shown in figure 4.8 below. 

Figure 4.8: Comparison of COF and contact voltage across tests with and without SLIC when 
1200A current is passed through the interface.

4.5 Profilometric analysis of vinegar pre-treated tests

The surface damage observed with interface preconditioned with SLIC after treating 

it with vinegar is significantly less as compared to tests without pretreatment with vinegar 

(Refer figure 4.9 through 4.12). Tests with vinegar pretreated surface does not show much 

deposition, the primary reason for that being inhibition to arcing at the interface due to 

lower interface resistance. Tests without SLIC show higher deposition as compared to the 

tests with SLIC, reason for which might be lower surface damage. When compared across 

the current densities, the deposition observed at 550A is significantly lower as compared to 

1200A passed through the interface.
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Figure 4.9: 3D profile of surface da mage due to 422A/mm2 current pulses and 10MPa of normal 
pressure with interface preconditioned with SLIC on vinegar treated interface.

Figure 4.10: 3D profile of surface damage due to 422A/mm2 current pulses and 10MPa of 
normal pressure with interface pretreated with vinegar without any conditioning.
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Figure 4.11: 3D profile of surface damage due to 917A/mm2 current pulses and 10MPa of 
normal pressure with interface preconditioned with SLIC on vinegar treated interface.

Figure 4.12: 3D profile of surface damage due to 917A/mm2 current pulses and 10MPa of 
normal pressure with interface pretreated with vinegar without any conditioning.
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4.6 Conclusions

Pretreatment with vinegar eliminates oxide layer on the surface of the plate, this is also 

evident from the static tests. Contact voltage, which is affected by the oxide layer, reduces by a 

factor of about 3.5 when interface is pretreated with vinegar. For Cu-Cu interface 0.12V signifies 

softening whereas 0.43V signifies melting of the interface. Thus even when 1200A is passed 

through the interface, the contact voltage is 0.25V which is well within 0.43V; this prevents 

melting of the interface. When 550A is passed through the interface the number of passes to 

failure increases by a factor of 5 for tests with SLIC and a factor of 2.5 without SLIC. At 1200A 

the number of passes to failure increases by a factor of 7 with SLIC and a factor of 2.3 when 

interface is not conditioned. The increase in the life of the tests without SLIC can be attributed to 

the pretreatment with vinegar which reduces the overall roughness of the plate from a value of 

0.12µ to 0.057µ. The wear rate reduces by a factor of 6 for tests with SLIC and around 2.5 when 

interface is not conditioned. Melting at the interface is significantly reduced when interface is 

pretreated with vinegar, there is a slight drop in the coefficient of friction when 550A is passed 

whereas the coefficient of friction drops significantly when 1200A is passed through the 

interface. 
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CHAPTER 5

SIMULTANEOUS CONDITIONING  

5.1 A bstract

Simultaneous conditioning was carried out in an attempt to continuously replenish solid 

lubricant at the interface. This was carried out in the hope that, if contact failure observed in the 

tests with preconditioning with SLIC were due to the SLIC being worn out due to repeated 

traversing of the tip; continuous application of SLIC would prevent that and extend the life of the 

contact pair indefinitely. COF reduces to 0.15 from a higher value of 0.62 (without conditioning) 

when interface is simultaneously conditioned. Contact resistance shows an increase of about 

180- 220µΩ for tests with 550 and 1200A passed across the interface simultaneously conditioned 

with SLIC. Number of passes to failure increases by a factor of 18 and 47 when interface is 

simultaneously conditioned with 550 and 1200A passed through the interface respectively as 

compared to unconditioned interface. Wear rate is reduced by a factor of 25 and 53 with 550 and 

1200A tests when compared to unconditioned interface. 

In order to find the failure mechanism for tests with SLIC (both preconditioning and 

simultaneous conditioning) which typically ends with the wear compensating mechanism 

bottoming out, the tip is extended out, the mechanism is reset and the test is continued. These 

tests show that beyond a certain amount of wear of the plate, the groove becomes too deep for 

the SLIC to be applied inside the groove and this leads to metal on metal contact. The metal on 

metal contact quickly leads to islands of depositions being formed over the groove, causing the 

average friction coefficient as well as the noise in the friction coefficient to become high. It is 

shown that when the peak frictional force reaches a critical value, it causes the tip to bend, and 
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this is the eventual mode of failure of the contact in tests. Tip after the test shows wear as well as 

melting marks when carefully analyzed under microscope. 

It can be concluded that SLIC is effective in reducing the surface damage done during the test by 

reducing coefficient of friction, wear rate and metal transfer across the interface. Simultaneous 

conditioning increases the life of tests 6 times.

5.2 Background 

Maechetti et al. (2003) studied the effect of In-situ lubrication on mission life for 

spacecraft on long missions. Lubricating critical mechanism during long missions is essential for 

proper functioning of the spacecraft and its components. Many methods were used previously to 

supply lubrication to the parts which includes oil reserves, barrier films and seals to hold 

lubricants and supply them when needed to the system. All these methods did not have a 

significant impact on the life and functionality of the space mission. Many factors such as fluid 

evaporation, degradation of the fluid and leaks are to be considered to develop system which 

would provide In-situ lubrication. Author developed a new technique for lubricating ball-race 

contacts; this system provides lubricant to the ball bearing when it reaches critical stage of its 

life. The inner (or outer) race of the ball bearings was modified to accommodate a porous 

cartridge filled with desired lubricant. Due to wear and tear of the ball bearing, heat is generated 

which results in the expansion of the porous medium which is less as compared to that of the 

lubricant. Thus lubricant is supplied to the ball bearing when it is demanded by the system; this 

In-situ lubrication reduces the friction at the interface and delays the failure of the mechanism 

successfully.

Aizawa et al. (2005), studied in situ conditioning of the interface in case of cutting and 

forming operation. The study was directed towards evaluation of the friction and wear rate at the 
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interface during operation. The conventional tools used, have TiC and TiN coating which aids in 

reducing the friction and wear at the interface, however due to extreme conditions these layers 

were lost due to adhesive wear during machining and forming. Implantation of chlorine ions aids 

formation of Titanium oxide (TiO) due to the heat in the operation of dry machining and 

forming. This lubricating film formed helps to maintain a low coefficient of friction at the 

interface and reduces the magnitude of wear substantially.  

5.3 Experimental details

In the tests with Simultaneous conditioning; plates are prepared using same procedure as 

discussed in chapter 3, when test starts; a stick of SLIC is pressed against the plate to replenish 

the layer of the solid lubricant which is scraped off during the previous pass. Contact resistance 

is noted continuously to determine the conductivity of the interface and the pressure on SLIC is 

reduced if contact resistance seems to increase. The SLIC stick is sharpened in order to allow it 

to get into the groove formed and condition the interface in contact. 

Simultaneous conditioning with tip reloaded:

Typically, in case of simultaneous conditioning the test stops due to bottoming out of the 

wear feeding mechanism explained in chapter 3. The real cause of failure for tests with SLIC 

was very difficult to determine and evaluate. There rises a need to determine wear of the tests 

after the tip bottoms out during the simultaneous conditioning tests. A unique method of 

stopping the test when the tip is about to bottom out and then reloading the tip in the same 

configuration. This is done using the clamps used to hold the tip in position on the fixture, 

wherein clamps are loosened and the extra reserve of the tip is fed in to ensure 2 mm stick out. 

Neither the tip nor the plate surface is modified before reloading the setup, it is made sure that 
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conformity of the interface is ‘as is’ before test resumes. Tip is weighed accurately, before and 

after each test, so that the wear rate can be evaluated after the test fails. 

Tip failure evaluation:

Typical test with and without SLIC fails in a similar fashion, there are three distinct 

transition to failure of a typical test. There is formation of typical rings at each transition, which 

can be noticed during the course of a test. Aim of these small tests is to stop the spindle soon 

after each of the transition rings is reached. The plate is then removed carefully and the surface is 

analyzed using high magnification pictures and profilometric images. The magnified pictures 

show the color and general configuration of the rings formed, whereas profilometric images 

shows the depth of groove formed at different stages of test. Detailed analysis with the inference 

is well documented in later sections of this thesis. 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Simultaneous conditioning till tip bottoms out

Tables 5.1 through 5.3 collate the results obtained from simultaneous conditioning tests, 

it can be inferred that with simultaneous conditioning of the interface there is a significant drop 

in COF from 0.62 when the interface is unconditioned to 0.15 when simultaneous conditioning is 

used with 550A current through the interface. There is an increase of 180 to 200µΩ when the 

interface is simultaneously conditioned in both 550 and 1200A tests. Number of passes to failure 

increases by a factor of 18 and by a factor of 47 when surface is simultaneously conditioned with 

550 and 1200A current passed through the interface respectively. Correspondingly, wear rate 

reduces by a factor of 25 and 53 with 550 and 1200A tests. These series of tests fail due to 

bottoming out of the wear compensating spring which compensates for the drop in force due to 

wear of the tip. Failure due to bottoming out does not provide the information regarding the 
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failure mechanism of the tests. To establish a failure mechanism and evaluate the wear rate after 

bottoming out of the tip simultaneous conditioning tests with tip reloaded in the same 

configuration after the tip bottoms out was carried out and results of which is collated in the next 

section.

Table 5.1

Comparison of coefficient of friction, contact resistance, number of passes to failure and wear rate of tests 
with simultaneous conditioning, for 550A and 10MPa

Table 5.2

Comparison of coefficient of friction, contact resistance, number of passes to failure and wear rate of tests 
with simultaneous conditioning, for 1200 A and 10MPa

Unconditioned Conditioned with SLICCircular, 550 A, 10 MPa
Test data (6 repeats) Test data (6 repeats)

0.63 0.62 0.65 0.14 0.15 0.18
Coefficient of friction

0.65 0.614 0.56 0.12 0.13 0.16

518 572 537 740 725 690
Contact resistance(µ Ohms)

559 530 501 700 712 714

1911 2051 1710 34650 33890 33985
Number of passes

2114 2152 1683 34765 32475 35574

0.0027 0.0025 0.003 0.00015 0.00016 0.00015
Wear rate (mg/meter)

0.0024 0.0024 0.0031 0.00015 0.00016 0.00015

Unconditioned Conditioned with SLICCircular, 1200 A, 10 MPa
Test data (6 repeats) Test data (6 repeats)

0.31 0.3 0.31 0.19 0.21 0.22
Coefficient of friction

0.2 0.30 0.3 0.17 0.23 0.20

489 496 509 687 679 680
Contact resistance(µ Ohms)

546 508 487 668 675 670

705 738 983 30980 32120 30657
Number of passes

421 588 562 31089 30760 31200

0.0075 0.0072 0.0054 0.00017 0.00016 0.00018
Wear rate (mg/meter)

0.012 0.009 0.0094 0.00017 0.00017 0.00017
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Table 5.3

Comparison of coefficient of friction (6 point average) with and without simultaneous conditioning with 
SLIC at 550 and 1200 A

500A 1200A
SLIC w/o SLIC SLIC w/o SLIC

Coefficient of friction 0.15 0.62 0.2 0.29

Contact resistance (µΩ) 714 536 677 506

Number of passes to failure 34223 1937 31134 666

Wear rate (mg/meter) 0.00015 0.0037 0.00016 0.0085

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the trend in the key quantities namely contact resistance, coefficient of 

friction and contact voltage across tests with 550 and 1200A current passing through 

simultaneously conditioned interface.

Figure 5.1: Typical curve obtained when a 550A current pulse of 3.5ms duration is passed across 
interface simultaneously conditioned with SLIC.

Frictional force and in turn COF decreases when the interface is simultaneously 

conditioned with SLIC. Contact resistance stabilizes around 600µΩ when 550A is passed 

through the interface and is around 425µΩ when higher current of 1200A is passed through the 

interface simultaneously conditioned with SLIC.
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Figure 5.2: Typical curve obtained when a 1200A current pulse of 3.5ms duration is passed 
across interface simultaneously conditioned with SLIC.

When the trend in contact resistance is noted, it is observed that there is no significant trend with 

number of pulses. Coefficient of friction maintains a low value of around 0.18 throughout the 

test till the tip bottoms out, through a small drop is seen in COF when 550A is passed through 

the interface. There is no such drop observed in case of tests at 1200A, wherein the test 

maintains a low COF in the range of 0.17 to 0.2 throughout the test. 

5.4.2 Evolution of failure of a typical test with and without SLIC

5.4.2.1 Tests with SLIC:

Tests with SLIC involve preconditioning the interface with SLIC before the tip is loaded 

to the required pressure. The test begins by spinning the disc at 550rpm and the tip traversing a 

ring at the same diameter, pulses are passed through the interface at the same angular location. 

After 10min of continuously traversing, there is a dark grey band noticed on the plate which is 

visible as the test progresses. Special tests are done when test is stopped when the dark band is 

observed. The plate is then carefully removed from the setup and high resolution picture is taken 

of the same. The plate is then analyzed using optical Profilometer for surface damage to the 
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surface. Second series of test is done when the test is allowed to run till the stage where we see a 

“bright band” which signifies groove formation on the plate due to continuous traversing of the 

tip. The groove formed can be noticed as a bright ring as the metal exposed is pure copper. The 

tip arrangement experiences a slight vibration at this stage of the test, the system then quickly 

returns to equilibrium and the test continuous till the failure point. The test is stopped at this 

point and the plate is scanned. The tests are then continued till it fails due to either tip bottoming 

out or bending of the tip due to excess friction at the interface. Just before failure, the tip 

experiences big jerks and the tip tries to jump track, effect of which is seen as widening of the 

width of tracks.

Figure 5.3 show the actual photograph of tests stopped at respective time for analysis 

under optical microscope. These high resolution pictures provide a broad pictorial view of the 

evolution of a typical test. The frictional, normal and COF are also traced throughout the test at 

5KHz frequency to find the change in the forces during these significant transitions. 

From the Figures 5.3 and 5.4 it can be inferred that initially after considerable duration a 

dark band is developed which in progression increases in depth and forms a groove. This groove 

is on one side of the band formed as clear in Figure 5.3 and 5.4. This groove is continuous and 

shows up as slight increase in frictional force. The groove increases in depth as the test goes on 

and results in failure of the tip.
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Figure 5.3: High resolution picture of the stages of evolution of the test to failure

Figure 5.4 (a): Profilometric images of the surface damage done at different stages of the tests.
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Figure 5.4 (b): Line segment of the profiles produced at different stages of the test with the 
interface conditioned with SLIC.
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5.4.2.2 Tests without SLIC:

In the tests without any solid lubrication, there is a formation of a relatively deeper groove which 

is of lighter shade as compared to the band observed with SLIC. The groove is uniform and there 

is no preferential gauging of the tip. Failure is accelerated, when the initial ring is developed. 

Within minutes (typically 1 or 2min) of the formation of the first ring the second deeper ring 

forms. The test fails finally when the groove is deeper and wider and typically the tip bends to 

failure due to the rise in the frictional force.

 Figure 5.5 and 5.6 shows high resolution and profilometric images of the rings at 

different stages of evolution of the test. 

Figure 5.5: High resolution picture of the stages of evolution of the test to failure
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Stage 

Dark band

Deep and wide groove

Uniform bright band

Initial stage: 2 min into the test, a lighter 
band is developed which is more uniform 
and deeper as compared to that with 

Intermediate stage: another minute into 
the test, a deeper groove forms. This 
Groove is uniform and brighter. 

Final stage: After few revolutions after the 
2nd stage the test fails due to increase in 
the depth and tip bends
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Figure 5.6 (a): Profilometric images of the surface damage done at different stages of the tests.

From the Figures 5.6 (a) and (b) it can be concluded that the rate of wear is much faster in 

case of tests without SLIC. These tests show that there is a significant gauging of the surface 

after the initial band is developed on the surface. The test fails soon after deep grooves are 

noticed.

Initial dark band

Intermediate ploughing Final stage
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Figure 5.6 (b): Line segment of the profiles produced at different stages of the test without 
interface conditioner.
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5.4.3 Effect of ring formation on forces with and without SLIC

 The tests done to determine evolution of tests to failure also includes collecting force data 

continuously at 5KHz so that even slight change in the forces can be detected easily. 

Figure 5.7 and 5.8 shows the forces at different stages of the tests with and without SLIC. 

Figure 5.7: Figure shows forces at different stages of test with interface preconditioned with 
SLIC

Stage 1: No change in the
force observed when the 
Ring is formed

Stage 2: A slight increase
In the coefficient of friction
Is noticed when the 
second ring is formed

Stage 3: There is a
noticeable increase in 
the COF when the test 
finally fails
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Figure 5.8: Figure shows forces at different stages of test without any preconditioning.

These tests were done to understand the failure mechanism better and to find a way to 

possibly increase the life of the tests at the correct time of evolution by artificially finishing the 

surface to restore the surface back to original configuration. It is been seen that the dark band 

produced during both the tests with and without SLIC shows interesting difference in terms of 

color, width and depth of groove. It is noted that the plates without any conditioning shows 

lighter band at the initial stage, also the wear track is more predominant and uniform in spread. It 

is also noted that in case of tests without SLIC the groove are a lot deeper as compared to that 

with preconditioning. However in both the cases there is no noticeable change in the forces when 

Stage 1: No change in the
force observed when the 
Ring is formed, but the 
forces has lots of oscillation 
due to Unconditioned surface

Stage 2: A slight increase
In the coefficient of friction
Is noticed when the 
second ring is formed

Stage 3: There is a
noticeable increase in 
The trend in the COF 
when the test finally 
fails
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this phase is reached. The second phase is when the band (groove) grows in width and depth. 

This is when we observe a bright narrow band in case of tests preconditioned with SLIC and a 

big brighter band when tests without SLIC are considered. The depth of groove is more in 

magnitude when test is done without SLIC, there is a corresponding oscillation in forces in case 

of test without SLIC. Tests without SLIC reaches the second stage 10 times faster compared to 

the test preconditioned with SLIC. The final stage is reached when the test is about to fail either

due to bottoming out (SLIC) or bending of the tip due to increase in friction (w/o SLIC). 

Complete failure mode analysis of tests to failure along with tip profiles and evolution of 

frictional force to failure is detailed in appendix B. 

5.4.4 Results from infrared (IR) images

Infra-red images of the interface are taken at 850Hz, to note the interface 

temperature intensity when high current pulses are passed across the interface. The images 

can be used to note the transition to failure of a typical test. From figure 5.9 it can be noted 

that COF shows a jump due to pulsing at the interface, this is due to progressive bending of 

the tip due to momentary welding of the tip to the plate and also softening of the tip due to 

electrical heating. Also it can be noted that the tip bends before the last pulse which is noted 

as an increase in the COF similar to the previous pulses, which causes the test to fail due to 

bending. From figure 5.10 it can be seen that there is a layer of molten Cu at the interface in 

the tests without interface conditioned. This is termed as melt lubrication which was 

discussed earlier in the chapter as being the cause of substantial decrease in the COF when 

1200A is passed through unconditioned interface. Melt lubrication is predominant in case of 

tests without any interface conditioning which is clearly evident from the IR images. When 

the videos from IR camera taken at such high capture rate of 850Hz, the pulses can be easily 
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seen passing through the tip, the softening of the tip to initiate bending is also evident from 

the Figure 5.11. This was an initial effort to capture the images of the interface and making 

an estimate of the interface temperature. Due to the involving procedure of calibration of the 

system, and keeping in mind the scope of the project and its objectives, interface 

temperature was not calculated. 

Figure 5.9 Annotation on a typical infra red image captured

Figure 5.10 Typical images showing the interface at different conditions
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Figure 5.11 Progressive bending and corresponding COF, of test at 1200A and without 
conditioned interface
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusion

An experimental setup with excellent resolution of forces and contact resistance changes 

over time has been developed to study the tribology of sliding contacts subject to high current 

densities similar to those encountered in rail guns.  Static, circular and spiral tests carried out 

show that the contact is beneficially modified by the application of a solid lubricant contact 

conditioner.  The contact resistance is increased slightly, but the friction coefficient, wear rate 

and volume of transfer layer are decreased, and the contact life is increased. Interesting trends in 

contact resistance with respect to current density and transfer layer volume with respect to 

contact pressure have been noted.  Tentative hypotheses have been formulated to explain the 

interesting variations observed in the coefficient of friction and contact resistance, within a pulse, 

as well as the evolution of these profiles with time.  Microanalysis of the surfaces subjected to 

different number of pulses and with current pulses of different durations can lead to better 

understanding of the phenomena encountered. The results from tests across different conditions 

are pooled in table 6.1.

6.1.1 Static tests

Contact resistance stabilizes around the range of 400 to 450µΩ for cyclic loading on 

surface without any preconditioning of the interface. When interface is preconditioned with 

SLIC, increase of about 45% is noticed, and the contact resistance is now of the range 650-

680µΩ. When the interface is tested for contact resistance, there is a significant effect of oxide 

layer on the surface of the plates. When contact resistance is measured these oxide layers 

contribute significantly, and increase the contact resistance substantially. To eliminate the effect 
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of oxide layer the surface is pretreated with vinegar (Acetic acid), this reduces contact resistance 

by a factor of 10 when low currents of the order of 10A is passed through the interface and by a 

factor of 5 when 550A is passed through unconditioned interface. 

Table 6.1

Grand summary of the results of thesis (average across many tests)

Current density (A/mm2)

422A/mm2 (Softening 
regime)

917A/mm2 (Melting 
regime)

Test 
condition

Tests done at 
10MPa 
normal 
pressure SLIC Unconditioned SLIC Unconditioned
COF 0.27 0.59 0.22 0.25
Contact 
resistance 627 517 573 530

# of passes to 
failure 5127 1523 3016 652

Contact 
voltage 0.35 0.3 0.53 0.48

Test without 
use of 
vinegar

Wear rate 
(Kg/m) 0.0011 0.0037 0.0018 0.0085

COF 0.22 0.68 0.17 0.3
Contact 
resistance 214 150 225 151

# of passes to 
failure 26076 3775 20375 1502

Contact 
voltage 0.1 0.084 0.25 0.23

Test when 
surface is 
rubbed with 
vinegar 
before test

Wear rate 
(Kg/m) 0.0002 0.0015 0.0003 0.0037

COF 0.15 0.62 0.2 0.29
Contact 
resistance 714 536 677 506

# of passes to 
failure 34223 1937 31134 666

Contact 
voltage 0.4 0.29 0.61 0.47

Simultaneous 
conditioning

Wear rate 
(Kg/m) 0.00015 0.0031 0.00016 0.0083
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When SLIC is applied to the interface the contact resistance increases by 28%. In general, with 

consecutive pulsing at the interface the tip gets softer and area of contact increases which leads 

to reduction in the contact resistance. 

6.1.2 Circular tests with and without SLIC

Circular tests are done to evaluate the effectiveness of interface conditioner to reduce the 

metal transfer across the interface and to reduce the surface damage. The key quantities to be 

noted are coefficient of friction, contact resistance, number of passes to failure and metal transfer 

across the interface. 

SLIC acts as a good solid lubricant which not only reduces the coefficient of friction by 

half but also increases the number of passes to failure by a magnitude of factor (5X to 10X) 

higher. Contact resistance shows a 30% (about 160µΩ) increase when the interface is 

conditioned with SLIC. When results are compared across current densities, it is found that the 

tip wears out faster at 1200A when compared to 550A by a factor of about 1.8. When each pulse 

is analyzed it is noted that the frictional force decreases significantly when 1200A is passed 

through the interface without conditioning, which indicates melting at the interface. 

Preconditioning with SLIC reduces the wear rate by preventing the wetting of the interface and 

the melt reunites with the tip when the current pulse halts. 

Microanalysis of the pulse shows a steady increase in contact resistance from a low value 

to a high value, this transition typically takes place within 12-15 passes. A sudden increase in 

contact resistance when current value rises above 600A can be attributed to junction heating.  

The increase in contact resistance within a pulse is delayed when SLIC is used at the interface, 

which might be due to the conduction phenomenon of SLIC. 
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6.1.3 Tests with surface pretreated with vinegar

Pretreatment with vinegar eliminates oxide layer on the surface of the plate, this is also 

evident from the static tests. Contact voltage, which is affected by the oxide layer, reduces by a 

factor of about 3.5 when interface is pretreated with vinegar. For Cu-Cu interface 0.12V signifies 

softening whereas 0.43V signifies melting of the interface. Thus even when 1200A is passed 

through the interface, the contact voltage is 0.25V which is well within 0.43V; this prevents 

melting of the interface. When 550A is passed through the interface the number of passes to 

failure increases by a factor of 5 for tests with SLIC and a factor of 2.5 without SLIC. At 1200A 

the number of passes to failure increases by a factor of 7 with SLIC and a factor of 2.3 when 

interface is not conditioned. The increase in the life of the tests without SLIC can be attributed to 

the pretreatment with vinegar which reduces the overall roughness of the plate from a value of 

0.12µ to 0.057µ. The wear rate reduces by a factor of 6 for tests with SLIC and around 2.5 when 

interface is not conditioned. Melting at the interface is significantly reduced when interface is 

pretreated with vinegar, there is a slight drop in the coefficient of friction when 550A is passed 

whereas the coefficient of friction drops significantly when 1200A is passed through the 

interface. 

6.1.4 Simultaneous conditioning with SLIC

Simultaneous conditioning the surface intends to replenish the scraped layer of solid 

lubricant from the interface when tip repeatedly traverses through the same regime. COF reduces 

to 0.15 from a higher value of 0.62 when interface is simultaneously conditioned. Contact 

resistance shows an increase of about 180-220µΩ for tests with 550 and 1200A passed across the 

interface. Number of passes to failure increases by a factor of 18 and 47 when interface is 

simultaneously conditioned with 550 and 1200A passed through the interface respectively. Wear 
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rate is reduced by a factor of 25 and 53 with 550 and 1200A tests, owing to this these tests fails 

due to bottoming out of the wear compensating mechanism. To establish  failure mechanism for 

the tests, the tip is reloaded at the same configuration after bottoming out. The wear rate of the 

reloaded tests is significantly higher by a factor of 45, when the configuration is kept the same 

these tests fails due to bending of the tip due to increase in the frictional force. Micro analysis of 

the pulse shows that contact resistance stabilizes around 600µΩ and 425µΩ for 550 and 1200A 

respectively; there is no significant trend in the contact resistance with time. There is a small 

drop in the coefficient of friction when 550A is passed through the interface, whereas there is no 

significant drop observed when 1200A is passed through the interface. 

6.1.5 Evolution of failure of a typical test

Tests with and without SLIC starts out in a similar fashion, two and ten minutes into the 

test without and with SLIC respectively, a dark band is observed on the surface of the plate. The 

depth and width is a magnitude higher with unconditioned tests as compared to tests with SLIC. 

In a typical test depth of the dark band without SLIC is 1.5 times greater whereas the width is 4 

times greater as compared to test with SLIC. When the dark band is analyzed for the consistency, 

it was noted that the band was uniform through out the ring and there was no change observed in 

the region of pulsing. Few minutes into the test with and without SLIC, there is a narrow bright 

band observed, which is groove on the surface of the plate. The bright band is 6 times wider and 

3 times deeper in the tests without SLIC at the interface as compared to tests with SLIC at the 

interface. The bright groove is uniform throughout the band and islands of depositions as well as 

gauging were noticed within the band. Wear rate of the tests increases significantly once a bright 

groove is formed on the surface and tests fails due to increase in the frictional force and the tip 
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bends. There is no significant difference noticed when the pressure on the lubricant stick was 

increased. 

6.2 Future W ork

• Evaluating the effect of Teflon® and MOS2 at the interface and evaluating the effect on the 

key terms namely coefficient of friction, contact resistance, number of passes to failure. 

These tests would help us to evaluate the effectiveness of individual components and 

composition on the life of the tests

• Use of heavy duty industrial resistance to pass continuous current through the interface and 

obtaining data for longer time in order to evaluate the transitions in the contact resistance 

and coefficient of friction more accurately

• Testing the effectiveness of SLIC at high speeds to simulate conditions closer to actual rail 

gun. Using custom built high speed high rigidity lathe for the experiments, doing 

experiments at 6000rpm with large disc of 12inch diameter to obtain sliding speeds of the 

order of 60m/s. Using voice coil motor as a wear compensating mechanism, the response of 

which is very high. The details of the setup is explained in appendix F

• Evaluating the effectiveness of SLIC for different combination of counterface material 

namely Al-Cu, Steel -Al, Cu -Steel, etc. and to evaluate the life and material transfer for the 

above combination

• Using an inline setup with a 3 axis piezo which would improve the stability of the fixture 

and allow tests at high pressures of the order of 100MPa which is encountered in actual rail 

gun.
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APPENDIX A

A.1 Calibration of the setup using known force

The setup has to be calibrated in order to get the frictional and normal force from the raw 

voltages given as an output by the piezos. Using the constants from the calibration equation the 

raw voltages is converted into corresponding forces. The actual setup is shown in the above 

Figure, the procedure for calibration is discussed below

The arrangement for the calibration is as shown in the Figure, picture 1 shows the 

calibration position for the frictional force. Column 3 shows the readings of the frictional piezo 

and column 4 shows the reading for normal piezo. labVIEW software is used to record the data 

from the DAC card, amplifier are used to convert charge from the piezos into corresponding 

voltage. The amplifier are turned on and the load is applied to the setup at the shown position, 

1Kg load is applied and retained for 5 seconds. The output file is then opened using excel and 

relevant columns are processed. Graph of load applied Vs voltage generated by the piezos are 

plotted, the difference between the voltage at no load and with 1Kg is processed. Similar process 

is followed for different loads like 2Kg, 3Kg, 4Kg, 6.5Kg. Final graph of different loads Vs 

voltage is plotted in an excel sheet, a linear trend line is fit for the curve obtained and equation

(Picture 1) Horizontal Position (Picture 2) Vertical Position
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for the line is found out. The same procedure is repeated for the arrangement shown in the 

picture 2. When the two equation for the trend line is obtained Frictional and Normal force is 

calculated.

In picture 1                                     In picture 2 

When only F is applied                      When only N is applied                   

F=F, N=0                                                N=N,F=0

V11F=A11 F +Ao V11N=C11N+Co

V22F=B11 F +Bo                                   V22N=D11 N+Do

When both F and N are applied

V11Total = A11 F+ C11N +Co

V22Total = B11 F+ D11N +Bo

Ao=Co  Similarly Bo=Do

Given V11Total and V22Total , decomposition to find F and N

By setting intercept =0  (Ao,Co,Bo,Do)

V11Total = A11 F+ C11N 

V22Total = B11 F+ D11N 

By putting an actual value we will get F and N in terms of V1Total and V2Total

Normal force - FN = (3.42*Vnormal)+(1.2988* Vfriction)

Frictional force - FF = (Vfriction+(0.1281*FN))/0.3032

APPENDIX B
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B.1 Processing of results in Maple

Maple is also used to process the raw data file, owing to the size of data and to eliminate the 

errors in manual data processing maple code is used to read the data and process the data to 

obtain the results in the form of 3D graphs. Maple code takes the raw file generated by 

LabVIEW as an input and processes the data based on the entered formulas. Maple code is 

written to process data for both 550 and 1200A tests. The typical 3D graphs given by Maple 

includes key factors namely coefficient of friction, contact resistance, contact voltage, current 

and power. Code is also written to show coefficient of friction and contact resistance for the last 

three pulses in order to evaluate the failure mechanism. The code in Maple is given below, part 

identified as bold is the user input data

> restart;
> with(linalg):
> current_dir := `Path of the file`:
> data_file := `File name (TXT format)`:
 > typical_pulse_width := 17; num_pts_bef_pulse := 13: num_pts_aft_pulse := 13;
> Calib_pulse := 
[0.0811,0.0238,0.0240,0.0241,0.0241,0.0241,0.0241,0.0241,0.0241,0.0241,0.0241,0.0241,0.024
1,0.0241,0.0241,0.0244,0.0700];
> fd := fopen(``.current_dir.data_file,READ,TEXT):
> #readline(fd);
> #?fscanf
> scan_out := fscanf(fd,`%d%s`);
> data_rate := scan_out[1]; delta_t := evalf(1/data_rate);
> tim := 0; j:= 0;pulse_id:= 0;pulse_width:= 0; contiguous := 0;max_pulse_width := 0; 
min_pulse_width := 100000; 
> scan_out := fscanf(fd,`%e%e%e%e`);
> scan_out;
> for k1 from -num_pts_bef_pulse to 0 by 1 do
>    prior_scans [k1] := [0,0,0,0];
> od:
> while (scan_out <> 0 ) do
>    if (scan_out[1] > 0.05) then
>       j := j+1;
>       tim1[j] := tim;
>       Normal_voltage[j] := scan_out[4];
>       Friction_voltage[j] := scan_out[3];
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>       Contact_voltage[j] := scan_out[1];
>       Shunt_voltage[j] := scan_out[2];
>       if (contiguous = 1) then 
>          Tim[pulse_id][pulse_width] := tim;
>          Nor_voltage[pulse_id][pulse_width] := scan_out[4];
>          Fri_voltage[pulse_id][pulse_width] := scan_out[3];
>          Con_voltage[pulse_id][pulse_width] := scan_out[1] - `if` ((pulse_width+1) <= 
typical_pulse_width, Calib_pulse[pulse_width+1], 0);
>          Shu_voltage[pulse_id][pulse_width] := scan_out[2];
>          Nforce[pulse_id][pulse_width] :=((3.42*Nor_voltage[pulse_id][pulse_width])+(1.2988*                
Fri_voltage[pulse_id][pulse_width])); 
>          Fforce[pulse_id][pulse_width]:=(Fri_voltage[pulse_id][pulse_width]                         
+(0.1281*Nforce[pulse_id][pulse_width]))/0.3032;
>          if (Nforce[pulse_id][pulse_width] = 0) then 
>             COF[pulse_id][pulse_width]:= 0;
>          else
>             COF[pulse_id][pulse_width]:=             
(Fforce[pulse_id][pulse_width]/Nforce[pulse_id][pulse_width]);
>          fi;
>          Current[pulse_id][pulse_width]:= Shu_voltage[pulse_id][pulse_width]/0.005*3;
>          if Current[pulse_id][pulse_width] > 0 then 
>             CResistance[pulse_id][pulse_width]:=             
Con_voltage[pulse_id][pulse_width]/Current[pulse_id][pulse_width]*1000000;
>          else
>             CResistance[pulse_id][pulse_width]:= 0;
>          fi;
>          P[pulse_id][pulse_width]:=             
Current[pulse_id][pulse_width]^2*CResistance[pulse_id][pulse_width]/1000000;
>          if pulse_width+1 > max_pulse_width then max_pulse_width := pulse_width + 1; fi;
>          pulse_width:= pulse_width + 1;
>       else #i.e. if contiguous = 0
>          contiguous := 1;
>          for k1 from -num_pts_bef_pulse to 0 by 1 do # the current data point is point 0.  The             
previous data is back-filled at negative values of the pulse_width index.
>             if k1 = 0 then 
>                Nor_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := Normal_voltage[j];
>                Fri_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := Friction_voltage[j];
>                Con_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := Contact_voltage[j]-Calib_pulse[1];
>                Shu_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := Shunt_voltage[j];
>             else
>                Nor_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := prior_scans[k1+1][4];
>                Fri_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := prior_scans[k1+1][3];
>                Con_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := prior_scans[k1+1][1];
>                Shu_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := prior_scans[k1+1][2];
>             fi;
>             Tim[pulse_id][k1] := tim + k1 * delta_t;
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>             Nforce[pulse_id][k1] :=((3.42*Nor_voltage[pulse_id][k1])+(1.2988*                
Fri_voltage[pulse_id][k1])); 
>             Fforce[pulse_id][k1]:=(Fri_voltage[pulse_id][k1] 
+(0.1281*Nforce[pulse_id][k1]))/0.3032;
>             if (Nforce[pulse_id][k1] = 0) then 
>                COF[pulse_id][k1]:= 0;
>             else
>                COF[pulse_id][k1]:= (Fforce[pulse_id][k1]/Nforce[pulse_id][k1]);
>             fi;
>             Current[pulse_id][k1]:= Shu_voltage[pulse_id][k1]/0.005*3;
>             if Current[pulse_id][k1] > 0 then 
>                CResistance[pulse_id][k1]:=                                                                               
Con_voltage[pulse_id][k1]/Current[pulse_id][k1]*1000000;
>             else
>                CResistance[pulse_id][k1]:= 0;
>             fi;
>             P[pulse_id][k1]:= Current[pulse_id][k1]^2*CResistance[pulse_id][k1]/1000000;
>          od: # end of for loop for back-filling data
>          pulse_width := 1;
>       fi; # end of contiguous pulse check
>    else # i.e. if shunt voltage is < 0.05V
>       if pulse_width > 10 then #i.e. there were a sufficient number of consequtive non-zero 
points
>          if pulse_width < min_pulse_width then min_pulse_width := pulse_width; fi;
>          pulse_width_table[pulse_id] := pulse_width;
>          # #To make sure all the pulses are at least typical_pulse_width + num_pts_aft_pulse long
>          for k1 from pulse_width to (typical_pulse_width + num_pts_aft_pulse-1) by 1 do  
>             j := j+1;
>             tim1[j] := tim;
>             Normal_voltage[j] := scan_out[4];
>             Friction_voltage[j] := scan_out[3];
>             Contact_voltage[j] := scan_out[1];
>             Shunt_voltage[j] := scan_out[2];
>             Tim[pulse_id][k1] := tim;
>             Nor_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := Normal_voltage[j];
>             Fri_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := Friction_voltage[j];
>             Nforce[pulse_id][k1] :=((3.42*Nor_voltage[pulse_id][k1])+(1.2988*                
Fri_voltage[pulse_id][k1])); 
>             Fforce[pulse_id][k1]:=(Fri_voltage[pulse_id][k1] 
+(0.1281*Nforce[pulse_id][k1]))/0.3032;
>             if (Nforce[pulse_id][k1] = 0) then 
>                COF[pulse_id][k1]:= 0;
>             else
>                COF[pulse_id][k1]:= (Fforce[pulse_id][k1]/Nforce[pulse_id][k1]);
>             fi;
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>             Con_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := Contact_voltage[j] - `if` (k1 + 1 <= typical_pulse_width, 
Calib_pulse[k1+1], 0);
>             Shu_voltage[pulse_id][k1] := Shunt_voltage[j];
>             Current[pulse_id][k1]:= Shu_voltage[pulse_id][k1]/0.005*3;
>             if Current[pulse_id][k1] > 0 then 
>                CResistance[pulse_id][k1]:=                                                                               
Con_voltage[pulse_id][k1]/Current[pulse_id][k1]*1000000;
>             else
>                CResistance[pulse_id][k1]:= 0;
>             fi;
>             P[pulse_id][k1]:= Current[pulse_id][k1]^2*CResistance[pulse_id][k1]/1000000;
>             scan_out := fscanf(fd,`%e%e%e%e`);
>             tim := tim + delta_t;
>          od: # end of for loop for filling data to typical_pulse_width + num_pts_aft_pulse
> 
>          pulse_id := pulse_id + 1; 
>          pulse_width :=1; 
>       fi; # end of if pulse_width > 10, i.e first time out of a pulse
>       contiguous := 0; # Has to be here, rather than within the pulse_width loop because, whether 
or not the pulse width > 10, we want contiguous to be 0 whenever the consecutive non-zero 
values are broken.
>    fi; # end of if shunt_voltage > 0.05 loop
>    for k1 from -num_pts_bef_pulse to -1 by 1 do
>       prior_scans [k1] := prior_scans[k1+1];
>    od:
>    prior_scans[0] := scan_out;
>    scan_out := fscanf(fd,`%e%e%e%e`);
>    tim := tim + delta_t;
> od: # end of while loop for scanning through file.

                 typical_pulse_width := 17
                       num_pts_aft_pulse := 13
Calib_pulse := [.0811, .0238, .0240, .0241, .0241, .0241, .0241,
    .0241, .0241, .0241, .0241, .0241, .0241, .0241, .0241, .0244,
    .0700]

scan_out := [5000, .000]
                          data_rate := 5000

delta_t := .0002000000000
                               tim := 0
                                j := 0
                            pulse_id := 0

pulse_width := 0
                           contiguous := 0
                         max_pulse_width := 0
                      min_pulse_width := 100000
                  scan_out := [0, 0, .1220, 1.5632]
                        [0, 0, .1220, 1.5632]
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> #print(convert(pulse_width_table,list));
> print(`#########OUTPUTS#########`);
> sum1 := 0;
> for j2 from 0 to pulse_id -1 by 1 do
> sum1 := sum1 + pulse_width_table[pulse_id -1];
> od:
> avg_pulse_width := sum1 / (pulse_id);
> print( `tim = `, tim, ` j = `, j, ` num points = `, evalf((tim)*data_rate), ` scan_out = `, scan_out);
> 
> print( `prior_scans are `, prior_scans[-3], prior_scans[-2], prior_scans[-1], prior_scans[0]); 
> print(`# of pulses = `, pulse_id-1, ` Average pulse width = `,avg_pulse_width, ` max width = `, 
max_pulse_width, ` min width = `, min_pulse_width);
> 
> end_time := tim -delta_t;
> lower_lim := - num_pts_bef_pulse; upper_lim := typical_pulse_width + num_pts_aft_pulse -1;
> list_width := typical_pulse_width + num_pts_bef_pulse + num_pts_aft_pulse;
> # Introduce code to plot, animate, etc.
> with(plots):
> for i from 1 to 2 do print([seq(Nforce[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)]); od;
> k2 := 0;
> for i1 from 0 to pulse_id-1 do
>    k3 := nops(convert(Nforce[i1],list));
>    if (k3 <> (typical_pulse_width + num_pts_bef_pulse + num_pts_aft_pulse)) then 
>       k2 := k2 +1;
>       print(i1,k3 ); 
>       if (k3 < 700) then 
>          LongP_COF[k2] := listplot(convert(COF[i1],list),title=`Pulse `.`i1`):
>          LongP_Current[k2] := listplot(convert(Current[i1],list),title=`Pulse `.`i1`):
>          LongP_CR[k2] := listplot(convert(CResistance[i1],list),title=`Pulse `.`i1`):
>       else 
>          LongP_COF[k2] := listplot([seq(COF[i1][j1],j1=-num_pts_bef_pulse..700)],title=`Pulse 
`.`i1`):
>          LongP_Current[k2] := listplot([seq(Current[i1][j1],j1=-
num_pts_bef_pulse..700)],title=`Pulse                      `.`i1`):
>          LongP_CR[k2] := listplot([seq(CResistance[i1][j1],j1=-
num_pts_bef_pulse..700)],title=`Pulse          `.`i1`):
>    fi;
>    fi;
> od:

                              sum1 := 0
                        avg_pulse_width := 16
tim = , 122.7188000,  j = , 21630,  num points = , 613594.0000,
    scan_out = , 0
prior_scans are , [0, 0, -.1226, -.0150], [0, 0, -.1226, -.0150],
    [.0032, 0, -.1226, -.0150], [0, 0, -.1226, -.0150]
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# of pulses = , 720,  Average pulse width = , 16,  max width = , 16,
    min width = , 12
                       end_time := 122.7186000
                           lower_lim := -13
                           upper_lim := 29
                           list_width := 43
                               k2 := 0
> ##### Change the pulse_id number below based on the output above.  If all the pulses after a 
certain value are long, it is likely due to the PDD being blocked when the spindle was stopped.
> #pulse_id := 3780;
> if (k2 > 0) then
>    display([seq(LongP_COF[k3],k3=1..k2)],view=[1..min(700,max_pulse_width),0..1.0],       
insequence=true);
>    display([seq(LongP_Current[k3],k3=1..k2)],view=[1..min(700,max_pulse_width),0..1200],       
insequence=true);
>    display([seq(LongP_CR[k3],k3=1..k2)],view=[1..min(700,max_pulse_width),0..1000],       
insequence=true);
> fi;
> skip_size := ceil( (pulse_id-1)/100); num_plots := min(pulse_id-1,100);
> NForceP := seq(listplot([seq(Nforce[i1][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)],title=` Normal Force 
Pulse `.`i1`),i1=1..10):
> display(NForceP, insequence=true);
> #?display
> NF := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Nforce[i*skip_size],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(Nforce[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=0..num_plots)]:
> #type(convert(convert(Nforce[18],array),list),list);
> #?plot3d[options]
> listplot3d(NF,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `Normal Force`, 
labels=[Pulse,Time,`NF (N)`]);

> 
> FF :=[seq(`if` (nops(convert(Fforce[i*skip_size],list)) >= list_width , 
[seq(Fforce[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=0..num_plots)]:

> listplot3d(FF,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `Friction Force`, 
labels=[Pulse,Time,`FF (N)`]);
> COFr := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(COF[i*skip_size],list)) >= list_width  , 
[seq(COF[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)],NULL) ,i=0..num_plots)]:
> #?plot[options]
> listplot3d(COFr,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,view=.2..0.7, title = 
`Coefficient of Friction`, labels=[Pulse,Time,COF]);
> #?view
> #?plot3d[options]
> #?listplot
> upper_lim;
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> COFPA := seq(listplot(`if` (nops(convert(COF[i*skip_size],list)) >= list_width  , 
[seq(COF[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)],NULL) ,title=`COF Pulse 
`.(i1)),i1=0..num_plots):
> #listplot(convert(COF[17],list));
> display(COFPA, view=[0..45,0..1], insequence=true);
> 
> Curr := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Current[i*skip_size],list)) >= list_width  , 
[seq(Current[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=0..num_plots)]:
> listplot3d(Curr,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `Current`, 
labels=[Pulse,Time,`I (A)`]);
> CR := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(CResistance[i*skip_size],list)) >= list_width  , 
[seq(CResistance[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=0..num_plots)]:
> #listplot3d(CR,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `Contact Resistance`, 
labels=[Pulse,Time,`Resistance (mW)`], labelfont=[SYMBOL,10]);
> listplot3d(CR,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `Contact Resistance`, 
labels=[Pulse,Time,`R (uOhms)`]);

> #?listplot
> #i1 := 5;
> #type(`Pulse `.`i1`,string);
> CRP := seq(listplot([seq(CResistance[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)],title=`Contact
Resistance - Pulse `.`i`),i=0..num_plots):
> display(CRP, insequence=true);
> chosen_plots := [1,2,3,12,13,14,15]:
> linestylelist := [1,2,3,4,5,6,7]:
> colorlist := [seq(COLOR(RGB, rand()/10^12, rand()/10^12, rand()/10^12), i=1..7)]:
> linestyle=linestylelist[2];
> i := 1;
> for i1 in chosen_plots do
> CRP1[i1] := listplot([seq(CResistance[i1][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)], 
linestyle=linestylelist[i],color=colorlist[i]);
> i := i+1;
> od:
> # explore textplot with TEXT([20,10+3*i],`Pulse `.`i1` to place legends.
> #print(CRP1);
> display(seq(CRP1[i1],i1=chosen_plots),title = `CR - Pulses `.(convert(chosen_plots,string)));
> #?TEXT
> #?plot[structure]
> Pwr := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(P[i*skip_size],list)) >= list_width  , 
[seq(P[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)],NULL) ,i=0..num_plots)]:
> listplot3d(Pwr,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `Power`, 
labels=[Pulse,Time,`P (W)`]);
> CVP:= [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Con_voltage[i*skip_size],list)) >= list_width  , 
[seq(Con_voltage[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)],NULL) ,i=0..num_plots)]:
> type(`a`,string);
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> listplot3d(CVP,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `Contact Voltage`, 
labels=[`PulseID`,`PulseWidth`,`Volts`]);

> CVP1 := seq(listplot([seq(Con_voltage[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)],title=`CV -
Pulse `.(i)),i=0..num_plots):
> display(CVP1,insequence=true);
> 
> SVP := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Shu_voltage[i*skip_size],list)) >= list_width  , 
[seq(Shu_voltage[i*skip_size][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)],NULL) ,i=0..num_plots)]:
> listplot3d(SVP,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `Shunt Voltage`, 
labels=[Pulse,Time,`SV (V)`]);
> if pulse_id > 99 then
> CV_initial := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Con_voltage[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(Con_voltage[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=0..min(100,pulse_id-1))]:
> CV_initialP := listplot3d(CV_initial,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = 
`CV - first 100`, labels=[Pulse,Time,`CV (V)`]);
> CV_final := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Con_voltage[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(Con_voltage[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=max(0,pulse_id-100)..pulse_id-1)]:
> CV_finalP := listplot3d(CV_final,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,title = `CV - last 100`, 
shading=ZHUE,labels=[Pulse,Time,`CV (V)`]);
> CR_initial := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(CResistance[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(CResistance[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=0..min(100,pulse_id-1))]:
> CR_initialP :=  listplot3d(CR_initial,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title =
`Contact Resistance - first 100`, labels=[Pulse,Time,`CR (uOhms)`]);
> CR_final := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(CResistance[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(CResistance[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=max(0,pulse_id-100)..pulse_id-1)]:
> CR_finalP := listplot3d(CR_final,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = 
`Contact Resistance - last 100`,labels=[Pulse,Time,`CR (uOhms)`]);
> Current_initial := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Current[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(Current[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=0..min(100,pulse_id-1))]:
> Current_initialP := 
listplot3d(Current_initial,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `Current -
first 100`,labels=[Pulse,Time,`Current (A)`]);
> Current_final := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Current[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(Current[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=max(0,pulse_id-100)..pulse_id-1)]:
> Current_finalP := 
listplot3d(Current_final,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `Current - last 
100`,labels=[Pulse,Time,`Current (A)`]);
> COF_initial := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(COF[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(COF[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=0..min(100,pulse_id-1))]:
> COF_initialP := listplot3d(COF_initial,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title 
= `COF - first 100`,labels=[Pulse,Time,`COF`]);
> COF_final := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(COF[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(COF[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=max(0,pulse_id-100)..pulse_id-1)]:
> COF_finalP := listplot3d(COF_final,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = 
`COF - last 100`,labels=[Pulse,Time,`COF`]);
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> NF_initial := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Nforce[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(Nforce[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=0..min(100,pulse_id-1))]:
> NF_initialP := listplot3d(NF_initial,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = 
`NF - first 100`,labels=[Pulse,Time,`Normal force (N)`]);
> NF_final := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Nforce[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(Nforce[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=max(0,pulse_id-100)..pulse_id-1)]:
> NF_finalP := listplot3d(NF_final,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = 
`NF - last 100`,labels=[Pulse,Time,`Normal force (N)`]);
> FF_initial := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Fforce[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(Fforce[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=0..min(100,pulse_id-1))]:
> FF_initialP := listplot3d(FF_initial,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = 
`FF -  first 100`,labels=[Pulse,Time,`Friction force (N)`]);
> FF_final := [seq(`if` (nops(convert(Fforce[i],list)) >= list_width 
,[seq(Fforce[i][j],j=lower_lim..upper_lim)] ,NULL) ,i=max(0,pulse_id-100)..pulse_id-1)]:
> FF_finalP := listplot3d(FF_final,orientation=[170,85],axes=framed,shading=ZHUE,title = `FF 
- last 100`,labels=[Pulse,Time,`Friction force (N)`]);
> display(CV_initialP, CV_finalP, CR_initialP, CR_finalP, Current_initialP, Current_finalP, 
COF_initialP, COF_finalP, NF_initialP, NF_finalP, FF_initialP, FF_finalP);
> fi:
> #convert(Nor_force[0],array);
> #listplot(Fri_force[1]) ;
> #listplot(Con_voltage[1]);
> #listplot(Shu_voltage[1]);
> #a1 := array(1..3,[]);
> Aout := array(1..(pulse_id*list_width),1..5,[]);
> for i1 from 0 to pulse_id-1 do
> for j1 from 1 to list_width do
> Aout[j1+i1*list_width,4] := 0;
> Aout[j1+i1*list_width,3] := 0;
> Aout[j1+i1*list_width,1] := 0;
> Aout[j1+i1*list_width,2] := 0;
> Aout[j1+i1*list_width,5] := (j1-1-num_pts_bef_pulse)*delta_t;
> od:
> od:
> for i1 from 0 to pulse_id-1 do
> for j1 from 1 to (nops(convert(Nor_force[i1],list))) do
> Aout[j1+i1*list_width,4] := Nor_voltage[i1][j1-num_pts_bef_pulse-1];
> Aout[j1+i1*list_width,3] := Fri_voltage[i1][j1-num_pts_bef_pulse-1];
> Aout[j1+i1*list_width,1] := Con_voltage[i1][j1-num_pts_bef_pulse-1];
> Aout[j1+i1*list_width,2] := Shu_voltage[i1][j1-num_pts_bef_pulse-1];
> od:
> od:
> 
> #writedata(``.current_dir.data_file.`subset`,Aout);
> #?entries
> #?fprintf
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> fclose(fd);
> fd := fopen(``.current_dir.data_file.`sub`,WRITE,TEXT):
> for i1 from 1 to (pulse_id * list_width) by 1 do
> fprintf(fd,`%10.6E %10.6E  %10.6E  %10.6E  
%10.6E\n`,Aout[i1,5],Aout[i1,4],Aout[i1,3],Aout[i1,1],Aout[i1,2] );
> od:
> i1;
> fclose(fd);
> for i1 from 0 to pulse_id-1 by 20 do
> print (seq(Tim[i2][1],i2=i1..i1+5));
> od;
> delta_pulse_t := (Tim[pulse_id -1][1] - Tim[0][1])/pulse_id;
> typical_pulse_width;
> continuous_rec_pulse_id := pulse_id-6; begin_time := Tim[continuous_rec_pulse_id][1]; 
pulse_end_time := Tim[pulse_id -1][typical_pulse_width-1]; rec_end_time := pulse_end_time + 
3*delta_pulse_t; rec_length := ceil((rec_end_time - begin_time) * data_rate); pulse_end_rec_id 
:= ceil((pulse_end_time - begin_time) * data_rate);
> 
> N_voltage1 := array(1..rec_length,[]); F_voltage1 := array(1..rec_length,[]); C_voltage1 := 
array(1..rec_length,[]); S_voltage1 := array(1..rec_length,[]); Nforce1 := array(1..rec_length,[]); 
Fforce1 := array(1..rec_length,[]); COF1 := array(1..rec_length,[]); Current1 := 
array(1..rec_length,[]); CResistance1 := array(1..rec_length,[]); P1 := array(1..rec_length,[]); 
> fd := fopen(``.current_dir.data_file,READ,TEXT):
> scan_out := fscanf(fd,`%d%s`);
> scan_out := fscanf(fd,`%e%e%e%e`);
> tim := -delta_t; j := 0;
> while (scan_out <> 0 ) do
> tim := tim + delta_t;
> if (tim >= begin_time and tim < rec_end_time) then
> j := j+1;
> tim1[j] := tim;
> N_voltage1[j] := scan_out[4];
> F_voltage1[j] := scan_out[3];
> C_voltage1[j] := scan_out[1];
> S_voltage1[j] := scan_out[2];
> Nforce1[j] :=((3.42*N_voltage1[j])+(1.2988* F_voltage1[j])); 
> Fforce1[j]:=(F_voltage1[j] +(0.1281*Nforce1[j]))/0.3032;
> if (Nforce1[j] = 0) then 
> COF1[j]:= 0;
> else
> COF1[j]:= (Fforce1[j]/Nforce1[j]);
> fi;
> Current1[j]:= S_voltage1[j]/0.005*3;
> if (Current1[j] = 0) then 
> CResistance1[j]:= 0;
> else
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> CResistance1[j]:= C_voltage1[j]/Current1[j]*1000000;
> fi;
> P1[j]:= Current1[j]^2*CResistance1[j]/1000000;
> fi; # end of if tim >= begin_time loop
> scan_out := fscanf(fd,`%e%e%e%e`);
> od: # end of while loop for scanning through file.
> fclose(fd);
> j;tim; begin_time;
> Aout := array(1..j,1..11,[]);
> 
> for i1 from 1 to j do
> Aout[i1,5] := tim1[i1];
> Aout[i1,4] := N_voltage1[i1];
> Aout[i1,3] := F_voltage1[i1];
> Aout[i1,1] := C_voltage1[i1];
> Aout[i1,2] := S_voltage1[i1];
> Aout[i1,6] := Fforce1[i1];
> Aout[i1,7] := Nforce1[i1];
> Aout[i1,8] := COF1[i1];
> Aout[i1,9] := CResistance1[i1];
> Aout[i1,10] := Current1[i1];
> Aout[i1,11] := P1[i1];
> od:
> 
> fd := fopen(``.current_dir.data_file.`last`,WRITE,TEXT):
> for i1 from 1 to j by 1 do
> fprintf(fd,`%10.6E  %10.6E  %10.6E  %10.6E  %10.6E  %10.6E  %10.6E  %10.6E  %10.6E  
%10.6E  %10.6E\n`,Aout[i1,5],Aout[i1,4],Aout[i1,3],Aout[i1,1],Aout[i1,2] 
,Aout[i1,6],Aout[i1,7],Aout[i1,8],Aout[i1,9],Aout[i1,10],Aout[i1,11]);
> od:
> fclose(fd);
> FP1 := listplot(convert(Fforce1,list),color=red,title = `FF at end`):
> NP1 := listplot(convert(Nforce1,list), title = `NF at end`,color=blue):
> COFP1 := listplot(convert(COF1,list), title = `COF at end`,color=green):
> display({FP1, NP1});
> display(COFP1,view=[0..3500,0..1]);
> FP2 := listplot([seq(Fforce1[k], k=(pulse_end_rec_id-100)..(pulse_end_rec_id+100))], 
color=red):
> NP2 := listplot([seq(Nforce1[k], k=(pulse_end_rec_id-100)..(pulse_end_rec_id+100))], 
color=blue):
> COFP2 := listplot([seq(COF1[k], k=(pulse_end_rec_id-100)..(pulse_end_rec_id+100))], 
color=green):
> display({FP2, NP2},title = `NF and FF zoomed in`);
> display(COFP2,title = `COF zoomed in`);
> CRP1 := listplot([seq(CResistance1[k], k=1..rec_length)], color=red):
> CURP1 := listplot([seq(Current1[k], k=1..rec_length)], color=blue):
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> CVP1 := listplot([seq(C_voltage1[k], k=1..rec_length)], color=green):
> display({CRP1},title = `Contact Resistance at end`);
> display({CURP1}, title = `Current at end`);
> display(CVP1, title = `Contact Voltage at end`);
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APPENDIX C

C.1 Profilometric analysis of the surface

Circular tests, forms a ring on the plate surface which can yield much information when 

analyzed using Profilometer. The grooves are studied thoroughly with the help of profilometric 

scans, depositions and groove can be compared using the scans of the surface after test. Material 

transfer across the interface can be estimated and compared across different conditioning to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the interface lubricant. Profilometer has a base Z height of which is 

controlled by piezos very accurately, range of which is 100µ. Profilometer has two 

interferometric lenses which focuses on a spot and captures the Z height of the point, the final 

plot obtained consists of different shade 3D profile where different shades indicates height at the 

point. The plate to be scanned is kept on the base and the lens is focused on the area to be 

scanned using a motorized stage. The area scanned using a 10X objective lens is typically 644 x 

487µ, where as the actual area of interest is around 2000µ. Thus in order to obtain maximum 

information from the scan we need to cover more area for which an application named Map-

stitching is used, wherein number of scans are integrated to cover large areas of interest. Line 

segment graph is drawn when a cross section of the data is to be studied for evaluating the 

groove depth and thickness. 

Salient features of Profilometer

1. The intensity of the scans should be optimum which can be done using auto adjust 

intensity in the view video option

2. The scan setting can be set to precision scan if accurate scanning is to be done

3. The noise threshold factor should be set to 0.05, in order to obtain accurate and non 

biased data
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4. First the optical lens must be used in order to visualize the area which is of interest after 

which the interferometic lens can be used

5. The Z height must be adjusted till all the fringes are moved to the lowest point of the 

profile to be scanned 

High magnification images are taken using Nikon camera and Zeiss microscope, the microscope 

is equipped with attachments with the help of which the camera can be mounted on the 

microscope. The images can be taken with varying scales and high magnifications of 320X can 

be achieved using the combination of camera and the microscope. High resolution images are 

essential to distinguish between the groove color and topography of the wear produced. 

Comparison between the different conditioning of the interface can be done using these high 

resolution images. 
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APPENDIX D

D.1 Salient features of the experiments

Some salient features for the test to run well are discussed below, these steps are essential 

to ensure that the test is as per the planned conditions.

Steps: Chronological order

Step 1: Plate should be finished by using a multi-directional sander with sequential grit size sand 

paper of 250, 400 and then 600, to get the required surface finish

Step 2: The plate is cleaned thoroughly with acetone to remove any impurities on the surface

Step 3: Secure the plate on the spindle and apply SLIC is the test is with solid lubricant

Step 4: Pre-treat it with vinegar if the tests are with vinegar

Step 5: Make sure the circuit is connected well and the LED-PDD junction circuit is working 

fine. 

Step 6:  The tip should be well prepared, in a bunch if possible pressing it on a sand paper stuck 

on the spindle and rotating the spindle slowly. This makes sure that they are finished 

consistently. 

Step 7: Secure the tip on the Al holder firmly using two screws provided on the top, then secure 

the Al holder on the acrylic base using a screw.

Step 8: Make sure that the system is stable and does not tilt either way if slight force is given; 

this makes sure that the fixture does not tilt when friction force increases

Step 9: Amplifiers are turned ON and sensitivity is set depending on the piezos used. The scale is 

set to be 4 mechanical units/V, this scale is important as the calibration equation constants are 

obtained using this factor. 
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Step 10: Now that the setup is ready to be loaded, make sure that the current leads are tight and 

the brush holder is held firmly

Step 11: Load the setup on the plate to the desired normal pressure, make sure that the 

arrangement does not bend up too much, if this happens make sure the adjusting screw is in the 

mid range and apply force using the adjusting screw located on the delrin tip holder.

Step 12: While loading the tip on the plate it should be noted that the adjusting screw, in turns 

the compensating spring must be in the mid range so that it can compensate for the wear loss of 

the tip.

Step 13: When the test is with simultaneous conditioning, a sharp ended SLIC stick is used so 

that the tip of the lubricant goes in the groove formed during the test

Step 14: Rotate the spindle clockwise so that the tip is stable, the reason for this being the 

mechanism of tip holder which has more stability on the right side. 

Step 15: The plate is held on the spindle firmly using 4 screws, care must be taken to counter 

boar the plates well before it is secured onto the spindle. 

Step 16:  The plate has to be finished so that the burr and irregularities are removed to avoid 

waviness of the plate, if the plate has burrs which are not removed thoroughly the force shows lot 

of fluctuations. 

Step 17: After the test is over the plate is carefully removed and stored for further analysis using 

Profilometer.

Step 18:  The tip is then removed and is weighed to calculate the wear rate.

Step 19: New tip is loaded and the next series of tests are carried on
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Appendix E
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Appendix F

F.1 High Speed setup

Tests are done using a copper plate mounted on a high speed horizontal lathe which 

rotates at high speeds; on which a copper tip is loaded at predetermined pressures. This copper 

tip is mounted on a voice coil motor which can help maintain constant pressure on the copper 

plate with the help of a 3 axis force transducer mounted on the slide carrying the voice coil 

motor. From the initial tests done by Dhananjay et al. the wear at low speeds were small enough 

to be compensated by the action of a low stiffness spring itself. These tests are aimed at 

simulating the conditions closer to the actual working conditions of the rail-gun whereby 

increasing the speed of the rotation of the spindle carrying the copper plate to 6000 rpm. The 

wear rate at such high rpm’s are expected to be high, to compensate for such high wear rates 

voice coil motor is used to actuate the linear slide in the direction of the wear of the tip. The 

working of the voice coil motor and the assembly are explained in detail later. The use of the 

voice coil motor helps to keep the nominal force constant compensating for the wear of the tip 

during the test. 

The tribological analysis of the interface with and without pre-conditioning with SLIC is 

done with two types of tests namely circular and spiral tests at two different current densities 

namely 500 and 1100 A/mm2. For the Cu-Cu interface chosen, it is expected that 500 A/mm2

would result in softening of the interface and 1100 A/mm2 would result in melting of the 

interface. Current is applied across the interface in the form of 8ms long pulses, during which the 

forces and contact resistance are monitored. 

F.2 Experimental setup

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure
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The base consists of a linear slide which can be located on the horizontal lathe, this slide 

Is rigid enough that it could be subjected to high g’s of acceleration. This high acceleration is 

generated with the use of a voice coil motor which is controlled in force controlled mode; this is 

discussed in detail later. This slide is instrumental in generating ring at different radial distance 

from the center, when the slide is moved the whole setup including the wire carrying 

arrangement moves. The arrangement is made on an Al plate with holes aligned as per the 

requirements of the positioning. The piezo is installed in the preloaded condition on the plate, the 

plate is held rigid on the base slide so that the piezo is fixed with respect to the voice coil motor. 

The voice coil motor actively transfers force onto the piezo, which is coaxially located with 

respect to the voice coil motor. The voice 

Figure F1: Schematic of high speed setup
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coil motor is housed with wire guiding assembly detailed later. This wire holding assembly loads 

the copper tip at required pressure on the copper plate. The whole voice coil motor is mounted on 

a miniature linear slide which helps to give the required linear motion which compensates for the 

wear of the tip during the test. The copper tip would be guided through a fixture which would 

ensure constant force on the tip compensating actively for the wear of the tip during the 

experiment. The guiding mechanism and the actuation principle are detailed later. In case of 

circular test the linear slide located at the bottom is locked so that ring of constant diameter can 

be traced, when the ring diameter is to be changed the slide is moved outward to bring the tip 

away from the center. The slide is used when spirals are to be generated; the slide is given 

outward motion with the help of a voice coil motor. A speed of 5m/s is expected to be achieved 

by using suitable VCM. Such high speeds of 6000rpm the wear of the tip is expected to be 

substantially high, to compensate for that a voice coil motor of very low electrical constant is 

used details of which is given in later articles. 

F.3 Plate holder arrangement 

The copper plate is held on the spindle of a horizontal lathe, which can clock a top speed 

of 10000rpm. The plate is screwed onto an Al disc which is in-turn secured on a delrin disc 

which is non conductive. This non conductive disc is essential in order to isolate the rest of the 

machine from the high electric current passed through the interface. The delrin plate is held on 

an expanding mandrel such that the force by which it is held is enough to sustain such high 

speeds and loads. The plate is secured by use of 4 screws so that it would remain secured even at 

high speeds and radial loads. Wire brushes are used to supply high current electric pulses to the 

copper plate, these brushes are held onto the Al disc using the holder as shown in Figure 3.x. 
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Due to high speed and dynamics involved in the experiments, thick shielding of toughened 

plastic is arranged as shown to avoid any serious damages in case of occurrence of accidents. 

F.4 Tip holder assembly

Figure 3.x shows the schematic of the tip holder setup.

The tip is a copper wire of very high purity, the reason for choosing wire is to remove the 

variability of the tip cross section between tests performed at different conditions. This would 

help us compare the results between different without actually worrying about the dimensions of 

the wire creating a variability, also depending on the dimensions of the 

Figure F2: Schematic of the tip holder assembly
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displacement when specific current is passed through it; the working of the VCM is detailed in 

later articles. The force measuring 3 axis piezo is preloaded on a plate which is fixed with respect 

to the upper slide shown in the schematic; the force is transmitted from the tip to the VCM which 

in-turn transmits the force to the force which senses the force. The force is monitored by the help 

of LabVIEW, which is calibrated and which allows the tip to be loaded at desired pressure onto 

the plate. The force feedback is given to the voice coil motor’s controller which then compares 

the voltage with the desired preset voltage and generates the current proportional to the drop in 

the force sensed. This is done in an open loop of the VCM, the details of which is given in 

further articles. The actuation of the tip is done by guiding elements which are made of acrylic; 

this assembly can be clamped onto the VCM. The VCM along with the tip holding arrangement 

is mounted on a linear slide; this linear slide is instrumental to move the whole arrangement 

forward or backward depending on the wear rate of the tip. As the force drops down due to wear 

of the tip, the piezo detects this drop and converts it into corresponding voltage, this voltage 

difference is converted into proportional current and the VCM actuates the linear slide by 

exerting force on the stationary piezo. This actuation distance depends on the drop in the force 

and the compensation depends on the time constant of the VCM; the force re-exerted by the tip 

on the plate is sensed by the piezo and the adjustment stops when the force reaches the desired 

value. The wire guiding mechanism is stationary with respect to the VCM by securing it on the 

base plate of the horizontal lathe. This setup avoids the mounting of the guiding arrangement 

onto the voice coil motor which reduces the weight which needs to be actuated. Thus the 

mechanical time constant of the voice coil motor would decrease and the response time would 

decrease. The reduction in response time corresponds to detection and compensation for the drop 

in force in less time, which would improve the constancy of the force.
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F.5 Working of VCM

The tip is preloaded onto the copper plate by moving the spindle of the lathe forward; this 

spindle is controlled by Galil. The spindle is brought forward till the desired force is sensed on 

the piezo and that voltage is kept as a reference voltage for the VCM. Any change in the voltage 

output from the piezo, which indicates change in pressure exerted on the plate by the tip causes 

actuation of the VCM to maintain the force constant. The controller is set for the reference 

voltage corresponding to the voltage from the piezo. Any change in the voltage would set the 

VCM to actuate; decrease in the voltage would lead to actuation of the VCM forward to 

compensate for the wear and increases the force on the plate. If the force increases the voltage 

increases which causes the VCM to retard and maintain the voltage constant.

The voltage from the piezo is fed into the controller of the VCM, adjustment is done such that 

the voltage corresponding to the predetermined force is set as zero and any decrease or increase 

in the force would initiate the actuation of the VCM. The voltage from the piezo is given to a 

comparator circuit which would be designed for comparing the applied force (voltage) to that 

which is desired for applying the corresponding force. This comparator would compare the 

voltage from the piezo to that set for the respective pressure, the difference of this voltage would 

be fed to the integrator circuit which integrates the signal and feeds to the controller of the VCM, 

and this controller converts the range of the voltage from the integrator to the corresponding 

actuation of the voice coil. The scale of the controller should be from 0 to its maximum range for 

the corresponding voltage range of the piezo. 

Thus VCM is instrumental to actively maintain the force constant during the test, as the tests are 

done at high speeds and high wear rates are expected VCM proves vital to maintain constant 

force. 
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F.6 Experimental procedure

The interface to be tested is Cu-Cu interface, the plate is of commercially pure copper (C 

11100) and the copper tip is made of wire. The preparation of the surface is done similar to that 

done in the similar pattern as in the actual rail gun barrel, the copper plate is finished using a 

multidirectional vibrator sander and the sand paper used is of 120, 240 and 600grit sizes. The 

sanding of the plate is essential to eliminate the oxidation on the surface of the plate. Sanding 

also removes any of the anti-oxidant layer and lubricant used during the manufacturing of the 

plate (cold rolling). The oxidation layer also increases the contact resistance at the interface, 

which increases the arcing at the interface. Sanding also decreases the overall waviness of the 

plate; this would help to reduce the out of plane force when the actual test is performed. The 

copper tip is finished on the same setup on which it is loaded onto the plate; this is done to allow 

complete conformity of the two counterfaces. Sand paper of 600grit size is stuck on the copper 

plate, the copper tip is loaded onto the sand paper at the working pressure, and this ensures that 

the tip would be conformal to the plate at the same working pressure. The spindle is then rotated 

at slow rpm so that the oxide layer and other impurities are removed from the surface of the tip. 

After the sanding of the plate and tip the surface is cleaned with acetone to make it free from any 

contamination. If the test is with interface conditioner applied, then SLIC is applied to the 

surface of the plate and the tip. The stick of the conditioner SLIC is pressed against the copper 

plate as the plate is rotated at low speeds. The stick is then brought outward to form a thin film 

on the plate; SLIC is applied till the color of the plate turns dark which is easily noted in the 

reflection. The lubricant stick is applied till there is noticeable darkness on the surface of the 

plate.

F.7 Experimental procedure for a typical circular test
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In the circular test the copper tip and plate prepared as described above is used and when 

test with solid lubricant is to be done SLIC is applied to the plate and tip as mentioned in the 

above article. The copper tip is loaded onto the plate at the required pressure; this is monitored 

using the LabVIEW software. When the tip is loaded onto the plate at the required pressure the 

conformity of the interface is checked with the help of a magnifying glass. The spindle is rotated 

at high speeds of 6000rmp during which the tip is in contact with the plate at some 

predetermined pressure. The test consists of repeated traversing of the tip on the plate to form a 

concentric ring at same radial distance. An LED-PDD circuit is used to trigger the BTS 555 

circuit; the current pulse is passed through the circuit at the same angular location during each 

rotation of the plate. The test is carried out till the friction force increases suddenly and there is 

squeaking sound of metal against metal is heard. The spindle is stopped when the increase in the 

frictional force is detected. The tip is then unloaded and the plate is removed from the spindle.

F.8 Experimental procedure for a typical spiral test

Spiral test consists of loading the tip on the center of the plate at predetermined pressure; 

the plate-tip conformity is checked by the use of a magnifying glass. The spindle is then started 

and rotated at speeds of 6000rpm, when the spindle reaches max speed which takes about 3 

seconds; the linear slide carrying the tip holding mechanism is accelerated at high speeds of 5m/s 

using a cow-shot gun. At such high speeds the slide moves outwards generating a spiral. The 

duration of test is small enough that a continuous current of the desired current density can be 

passed and the resistance in the circuit can withstand the heavy density of current. As the test 

concludes the spindle is moved backwards to avoid the contact of the interface and breaks the 

electrical contact. This concludes the test and the plate and tip are unloaded and analyzed for the 

deposited volume of material. 


